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Advertise in FOCUS
In order to continue to provide our membership with a quality publication, we face two challenges – content and advertising revenue. It is only through the support and contributions
of our membership that we are able to make the FOCUS a
viable publication. We need our membership to assist us in
providing content by acting as “reporters” and sharing their
experiences with the membership when and attend our National and Member Club events and by providing articles on
health, training and general interest. We also need to offset
the expense of the FOCUS by doing a better job of generating ad revenue. We need to have more members place more
advertisements in both the digital and printed versions. The
amount of advertisement revenue that we generate in 2012
will be a deciding factor in the decision of whether we can
provide a printed publication in the future.

FOCUS Deadlines – *Deadlines are non-negotiable
The FOCUS issues for the 1sth through the 3rd Quarters
will be in the digital format and can be found on the United
Doberman Club website. The 4th Quarter edition will be
printed and mailed. This edition will be sent out for printing on December 1st and should be received by members
by the end of December, 2012.
*Our publisher, Robin Nuttall of DD Graphix, has a penalty clause in her contract for late publications.

Issue

Ads &
Articles Due

Publication
Date

1st Quarter 2013

January 31

March 1

2nd Quarter 2013

April 15/May 10*

June 1

3rd Quarter 2013
(SAR Edition)

July 31

September 1

4th Quarter 2013

October 31

December 1
(to printer)

* See Editor’s Message.
Our costs for placing advertisements are shown below:

Digital Edition Ad Prices (Color Only)
Front Cover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100.00
Inside Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50.00

Print Edition Ad Prices (Color Only)
Front cover reserved for UDC National
Back Cover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150.00
Inside Front or Back Cover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125.00

Design Intructions for Digital Editions:
Save ads at actual size, at 150 dpi in RGB format.

Design Instructions for Printed Edition:
Ads must be saved at a resolution of 300 dpi. If you wish
your ad to “bleed” off the edge of the page, ad
1/8” to each side, for a full page size of 8.75” x
11.25” Place critical text at least 3/8” away from
the actual (non-bleeding) edge.
Low resolution “web ready” jpg photos will not print well!
Average size of photos of sufficient resolution to be printed
will be over 1.5 megabytes and over 1,200 pixels wide.
Ads submitted with low-resolution photos or copy will
produce a final ad with an unsatisfactory blurry/pixelated
effect. Focus accepts no responsibility for camera ready ads
submitted in low resolution.
For your convenience, email Linda Lindic at pllindic@roadrunner.com or Robin Nuttall at robinjn@gmail.com for an
easy to use template to ensure your advertisement meets
size and design requirements.

Designer Created Advertisements:

If you would like to have a designer create an advertisement for you, we have two resources for you (see below).  
Contact the designer directly for their charges for designing
your advertisement. Charges may vary depending on the
number of photos and the complexity of your request.
1. Cindy Noland – cindy@nolanddogart.com Samples of
Cindy’s work can be viewed at www.nolanddogart.com
2. Linda Lindic – pllindic@roadrunner.com

Payment Instructions:

UDC Advertising Policies
All advertising is subject to the editor’s approval before
publication. Send all advertising materials to the editor,
Robin Nuttall - robinjn@gmail. No advertising layout will
commence until the UDC Treasurer receives and verifies
the payment in full. US Funds Only. Ads cannot be canceled after the deadline. No refunds for published advertisements. MasterCard and Visa accepted. Pay by check or
money order payable to UDC, mailed to:

Inside Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100.00

Irina Sasu, Treasurer, United Doberman Club, 2800 Perry Lane,
Austin, TX 78731

General Instructions

Please mark UDC FOCUS AD and INDICATE THE
MAGAZINE QUARTER on the memo line of your check
OR Pay by credit/debit card or bank draft using PAYPAL.
To ensure credit for your payment, please make sure to
indicate “UDCFOCUS AD” and INDICATE THE MAGAZINE QUARTER in the “Comments” section of your
electronic payment.

Adobe CS6 and earlier are accepted. Acceptable formats
include Photoshop (psd), Adobe Illustrator native file (ai),
encapsulated PostScript file (eps) or jpg. Adobe Acrobat
(pdf) files are also accepted, and should be exported as
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“Press Ready.” InDesign files are acceptable. For InDesign
and Illustrator files, all text must be converted to curves.
Photoshop files should be flattened.
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Message from the Editor

B

ecause of other pressing business, there is no President’s message this issue. That means I get to do a
bigger editor’s message than usual.
I do wish to thank you for allowing me another year with
Focus. I enjoy designing it. Thanks to Linda Lindic for all
of her very hard work collecting articles and keeping me
organized. I also want to thank Cindy Noland for providing the outstanding cover photo for this issue. She’s a
true talent and we are lucky to have her as a Doberman
person. The Shirley Hammond article is a must read, not
only for anyone wishing to train a cadaver dog but anyone
interested in scent work in general. It’s practically a book
unto itself and we owe Shirley a debt of gratitude for her
detailed, meticulous, and easy to read guide.

Second Quarter Deadline Changes
•

Articles (and photos with articles) due April 15

•

Front Cover due April 15

•

All other ads, camera ready only, due May 10

This should give people time for brag ads after the
National.

The New sport of Barn Hunt

Since I do have a little bit of space to work with, I also
want to share with you all the new sport of Barn Hunt.
We are lucky in Dobermans in so many ways. In both the
UDC and AKC, we have a lot of will and drive toward
preserving the working aspect of the breed, and many
members who show their Dobermans in a huge variety of
sports. We have sports that work to help us evaluate our
dogs for appropriate breed-specific temperament traits so
we can use that information in breeding programs.
When I entered the Min Pin world it was a wake up call.
Even though Min Pins and Dobermans are not that far
apart in registration numbers, the number of Min Pins
being titled and worked in any sport at all is infinitessimal

compared to Dobermans.
There has only been one
Ch/MACH Min Pin in the
history of the breed, and
she attained the title just a
couple of years ago. Very few
are being shown in agility;
it’s rare for me to see any
other Min Pin at any trial
I attend. And though Min
Pins were bred to be vermin
hunters and ratters, no sport
existed to evaluate or test
that skill. Even if Min Pins
were allowed in Earthdog
(they are not), earthdog is not
really what they did. They
were house companions and
efficient and deadly above
ground ratters.

Robin with Zipper (UAG2 URO1
Ch Regatta It’s About Time, RE MX
MXJ MJB RS-O JS-O GS-N RL2 CGC)
Prada, (Ch Regatta Devil Wears BlkN-Tan JS-N) and Cala (UAg1 URO2
USJ ARCH BJF O’er The Hills N’ Far
Away, RE OA NAJ WAC TT CGC) .

Being, like most of you, a
working dog person, as soon
as I realized Min PIns had a
traditional job to do, I wanted to see if my dog could do it.
And it turns out he could, and quite well. There was just no
national sport available for him to prove and show that skill.
And I realized that there were a lot of other breeds that had
the same problem. Breeds like Manchester Terriers, German Pinschers, Rat Terriers, etc. really didn’t have a breed
instinct evaluation tool.
I looked around hopefully for a few years, hoping somebody else would come up with a plan that would work to
test those skills. Nobody else did. Thus, the Barn Hunt
Association was born.
In Barn Hunt, dogs search for rats (safely enclosed in aerated tubes) above ground in a maze made of hay/straw
bales. Dogs have to complete a tunnel and a climbing element, plus locate the rat or rats, within a certain period of
time to qualify. Fastest dog to the rats wins, and there are
placements, levels, titles, and championships.

The reason I’m telling you all about this is because I realized
right away that Barn Hunt couldn’t be about just Min Pins,
or just ratting breeds. Because it’s above ground, there was
no reason to limit it to any breed. So yes, Dobermans (along
with any other breed or mix) are welcome to play the game.
Barn Hunt rewards a dog’s tenacity, drive and resilience.
Dogs must be willing to enter a dark tunnel (18” wide by approx 22” tall) and climb on a bale.
You can find out more about Barn Hunt at http://www.
barnhunt.com. Trials are starting now, and the sport is
growing rapidly. The AKC has added it to its title recognition program, and I am also working on a cooperative
agreement with the UKC. I hope some of you try it, it’s a
great game for all dogs, including Dobermans.
Cala digs through the bales to find her rat. in the new sport of Barn Hunt.
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Why the Doberman is Different
by John Soares
Foreword by Linda Lindic – I called John Soares and asked his permission to print this article that appears on his website, http://www.johnsoaresk9training.com.
John has served as the UDC Training Director and has an extensive background in training and trialing Dobermans. He has had the unique opportunity to have
lived as a professional dog trainer in both in U.S.A and Europe. His ability has brought him recognition on both continents. His accomplishments are too numerous to mention here but can be viewed here http://www.johnsoaresk9training.com/aboutjohn.html

A

n important consideration in training the Doberman
for IPO/Schutzhund is understanding their aggression/defense. In my opinion, our limited success in the
sport has a lot to do with methods of training which do not
take these qualities into consideration. References to the
herding group (German Shepherds, Malinois) will be made
throughout this article. It is with the utmost respect for
these breeds and their trainers that they will be mentioned.
Due to the success of these trainers in IPO/Schutzhund,
their principles and philosophies of training have been accepted as the standard for all to follow. As a consequence,
training methods used in our sport are dependent on the
instinctive qualities of the herding dog. Our breed does
not possess these same qualities. The way a dog chooses
to work, socialize and relate to its environment is due to
the qualities and attributes specific to a breed’s purpose.
Unless a trainer has had the opportunity to own and train
herding dogs as well as Dobermans, there is a limited ability in understanding the differences. We need to thoroughly
research what provided the Doberman with its legacy as
a working dog and cultivate those strengths. This article’s
purpose is to explain why the Doberman is different. The
findings are based on personal research and practical
experience.
The way a dog perceives life is determined, to a great
degree, by levels of prey, aggression and defense. Although
all dogs need to possess each of these innate qualities in
order to sustain good mental health, it is in the varying
levels of combinations of these drives that sets one group
of dogs apart from another. Before talking about breed differences, we need to first understand aggression/defense.
Why is it needed? What purpose does it serve? And where
is it derived from?
Instinctively, in nature, it is the amount of resources
within an area which determines the amount of space
an animal will need for survival. Aggression is a survival
instinct which establishes the boundaries to this area.
Marking, spraying, scenting, etc., designate the boundaries
of territory. This is deeply rooted in the natural order of
wild animals. It is important that these annunciations are
respected. Nature has provided animals with these forms
of communication to limit contact. This order in nature
provides a respect to resources of another animal. This
common ritualistic language all stems from the aggression/
defense qualities of an animal. When these boundaries are
disrespected, it is often due to a lack of available resources.
In such cases, the decision of entering another’s territory is
based on survival (lack of food, etc.) and injury or fight are
seen as risks worth taking.

Though our domesticated dogs do not rely on a need for
nature’s resources for survival, they often possess the same
instinctive needs or reactions to space/distance. We have
to always keep in mind that our dogs are caught up living
in two different worlds. The first being that of man due to
domestication; the second being that of their wild ancestors, which is where dogs have stemmed from.
The basis of understanding the Doberman lies in studying those groups of dogs responsible for its creation. Our
breed is largely attributed to the selective breeding of the
mastiff, hunting and terrier groups. By understanding the
genetic qualities and attributes of each, we begin to see
why the Doberman’s perception of stimulus is different.
What makes our breed aggression/defense based? What
concerns should be addressed in training? And why are
traditional training methods not conducive to an aggression/defense-based breed? Before analyzing these groups
we need to acknowledge the Thuringian Shepherd and
the Old German Shepherd, which are unlike the German
Shepherds seen today. These old breeds may have also
been sued to produce our Doberman. However, the information available does not clearly support if or what they
contributed to our breed.
An important quality of the mastiff and hunting groups is
they do not possess the need to “pounce”. By not possessing this need there is a refraining from making contact or
of closing in space to a rival or stimulus. Instinctively, these
two groups were provided with ways of communicating
ritualistically to influence a rival to go away or to stay away
from prey. “Pounce” is the third step in patterned behavior
of hunting referred to as “predatory sequence”. This is the
sequence by which a carnivore hunts. Predatory sequence
consists of stalk, chase, pounce, bite, kill and dissect. Dogs’
working capabilities are greatly based on the manipulation
of this pattern. Most of our contemporary breeders do not
utilize this sequence as a reference for breeding true to a
breed. However, historical breeding was based on these
natural qualities which provided man with consistency
in the dog’s performance. By not having the ability to
“pounce” there is a break in the predatory sequence. This
break is substituted by aggression/defense. The substitution
creates an opportunity to ritualistically communicate. By
not having “pounce” in its genetic makeup, the mastiff was
provided with the ability to often influence a potential intruder (to go away) without contact. This ability is made possible
by substituting “pounce” with aggressive/defensive qualities.
Likewise, the hunting groups were able to provide man
with the needed behaviors of pointing or indicating prey.
This group also did not possess “pounce” and instinctively
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resorted ways of pointing or indicating prey (staying away).
The similarity in both groups is that “pounce” is not part of
their predatory sequence. Again, we see how the substitution provided these groups with their functional purposes.

praised for its disregard for self preservation. No other
group possesses this ability. The tenacity of this group is
legendary. Like the mastiff, they were to work without the
influence of man.

Let us look at these two groups.

The herding dog, in order to be efficient in its work, needed to have a high degree of social tendencies; to its herd
as well as to its handler. It needed to induce movement
with great care not to panic a herd and, when required,
to stalk, chase, pounce and bite to control a member of
the herd. Genetically, a herding dog needed to be able to
influence another by ritualistic means stemming primarily from prey. Their biting response came from a strong
independent prey drive used to control a herd member; not
to kill. Therefore, the herding dog’s aggression needed to
be controlled. This unique quality provided a high degree
of social responsiveness to the handler while working. The
herding dog was purposely bred to possess obedient traits
to facilitate strong social tendencies toward man.

For a mastiff to be efficient in its purpose, it needed to
have a genetic predisposition to guard, work independently of man, be highly territorial, have limited socializing
capability and not to have the tendency to wander from its
source of reference; be it a home, farm, livestock, etc.
Genetically, a mastiff needed to be able to influence another by ritualistic behavior stemming from aggression/
defense with limited prey needs. When intrusion of space
happens to a mastiff, it is a serious violation. An aggressive
reaction is warranted and the encounter is stressful. Due to
the mastiff’s strong aggressive tendencies, “bite” is shortlived, explosive and meant to injure. The sole purpose of
engagement is to induce flight, subdue or, at times, injure
or kill. The mastiff’s predatory sequence was to “stalk” and
give limited “chase”. If the rival did not respond to this ritualistic behavior and advanced, then the “bite” would follow.
The mastiff’s response of “bite” is no longer a response of
predatory sequence but one of aggression.
This instinctive refrain from making contact or closing
in space is also seen in most of the hunting breeds. The
hunting group was to “stalk”, “chase” and to “stalk” again
to maintain distance from the prey. This group purposely
did not possess “pounce”. Unlike the mastiff breeds, they
were to work with man; not independently, and have a
greater “chase” ability in order to pursue prey and work
in different locations. Some enthusiasts of hunting breeds
believe that their retrieving tendency is due to “pounce”.
This unique ability to retrieve and handle prey in a soft
mouth is not characteristic of a strong “pounce” tendency.
But the general expression of this tendency in the hunting
group seems to be much more pack and play oriented with
limited prey drive.
The terrier is a complete contradiction to the mastiff and
hunting group’s response to stimuli. Instinctively, the
terrier possesses strong “pounce” responses. Terriers do
not refrain from closing in of space to make contact with
prey. Their strong prey drive is very aggression based. This
unique combination provides them with its innate fighting ability. The terriers’ response to a stimulus is to chase,
pounce, bite, kill and dissect. Remember, the terrier was
purposely bred to have killing-dissecting needs because of
their specialization to rid areas of vermin. They needed
to possess a fearlessness required to fight for long periods
without great regard for self preservation. The terriers’
unique quality is that it does not honor nature’s reason for
providing animals with aggression. Remember, aggression is a survival instinct for self preservation. Duration in
fighting is not a way to sustain life. When two rivals fight,
a purely defensive state will shortly develop in one, which
will bring about a flight response and the fight quickly
ends. However, in the terrier, their unnatural response of
longevity to fight is due to an exaggeration in levels of prey
and aggression/defense. The terrier has historically been
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We know that our sport is based on this instinctive ability to
socialize through prey. Helmut Raiser’s book bases itself on
this quality of the herding dog. Raiser, and other great trainers, believed that pronounced prey is the extension to pronounced fight drive. The herding dog’s resilience to the intrusion of its space, as well as to space of another, is due to
its instinctive socialization capabilities stemming from prey.
Although the terrier also possesses these same qualities, it
does not do so with the intention of gathering or maintaining order in a herd. The terrier’s goal is to eliminate! It does
not possess the same consideration to prey as is seen in the
herding dog. The herding dog was to bite, contain or control
with no impulses of killing/dissecting. Full mouth biting in
the herding dog was desired. Full mouth biting comes from
strong independent prey! The difference regarding the terrier and herding groups, when it comes to prey, is that the
terrier was to finish the stalk, chase, pounce, bite responses
with aggressive tendencies to kill and, at times, dissect. The
herding breeds were to stalk, chase, pounce and bite without
the killing/dissecting responses.
When we think of our Doberman, full mouth biting was
never a consideration when originally bred. Our earlier Dobermans had strong terrier tendencies. Remember, terriers
were needed to rid areas of vermin. Killing was an important aspect of this purpose. In order to accomplish this, the
terrier was to possess strong prey drive that was aggression
based. Our earlier Dobermans possessed these qualities.
Ironically, the terriers’ tenacity to prey is what provides pit
bull terriers with the reputation they have today. Dobermans had that same quality not so long ago. Strong terriertype drives are what made the Doberman, at that time, in
wrong or incapable hands, a liability.
With changes due to breeding, we have gone from terrier to more mastiff- and hunting-type mentalities in our
Dobermans. This change has brought about advantages as
well as disadvantages. One advantage of going away from
the terrier-based bloodlines has been a nervous system
better adapted to human interaction. The reactivity level
to stimuli was decreased providing an increased social
ability toward human influence. The main disadvantages of
increasing mastiff and hunting responses in the breed has

been an increase in sensitivity to space/distance of another
and a diminished ability to “pounce” and socialize through
prey. Fortunately, we are still able to find enough terriertype responses that, when properly channeled, can make
Dobermans successful in our sport.
Anyone who has had the benefit of watching or working
with great Doberman trainers would notice the importance
of promoting and increasing focus on prey. These great
trainers were successful because of their consideration for
our breed. Our greatest misfortune is that, for one reason
or another, we have lost these references. Doberman trainers and handlers of the past had the dedication needed to
learn about the strengths and weaknesses of the breed and
trained accordingly. It was clear to them that the Doberman’s strong aggression/defense-based impulses warranted
a different method of training. They understood that when
these drives are inappropriately cultivated, very hectic mannerisms result. Defensive mannerisms were countered by
promoting strong prey in training. Even with our breeding
changes today, this type of training still holds true. As Doberman trainers, we need to be aware that neutralization
training techniques are required because of the aggression/
defense qualities of the terrier, mastiff and hunting breeds.
Classical training methods used to train dogs in the sport
do not address these concerns.
None of the groups which were used to breed the Doberman possessed the strong, independent prey drive that is
found in the herding dog. All of the groups that contributed
to producing the Doberman were strongly influenced by

aggression/defense. It is an aspect of the Doberman that
needs to be addressed in training tracking, obedience and
protection. The protection phase requires helper work that
is able to induce strong social behaviors stemming from
prey. Prey presentation must be provided in such a way to
induce “pounce”. This balance is a concern very specific
to the Doberman. In training tracking and obedience, prey
is important to neutralize the Doberman’s willingness to
accept a decrease of space relative to the handler and then
maintaining reliability while increasing that distance.
Unfortunately, in training circles today, the training required to provide our breed with success is not always
appreciated. The breed continues to be misunderstood
through lack of consideration or knowledge. Changes in
training are needed to make our breed successful. The
differences in our breed are not a handicap. The handicap
comes from a refusal to acknowledge that there is a difference between breeds. It should be made clear that this
article is not meant to excuse dogs which do not possess
the qualities for our sport. If a dog is weak, insecure, etc.,
it has no place in the sport or in a breeding program.
There are also non-herding dogs which, perhaps, are able
to comprehend and are successful using the same training
methods used for herding dogs. But that is not the norm.
A successful training method gains acceptance when it
works for the average good dog; not the exceptional dog. It
becomes heart-breaking to continually see a Doberman fail
or be limited in the working arena due to training methods.
It is not a lack of quality. We need to realize the differences
of our breed and make changes accordingly.
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Versatility Report
The Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX) Title is awarded to Dobermans who have demonstrated conformance to the
breed standard, genetic soundness, stable temperament, trainability, and working drives appropriate to the Total Doberman.
Congratulations to the following very special Dobermans and their proud owners for their attainment of the VC and VCX
titles from February through October 2012!

New Versatility Companion X (VCX)
8-Dec-12

AKC Ch. Foxhall’s The First Lady, WAC, BH, ROM, VPG II, IPO III: Lynn Eggers and Jill & Art Graves

15-Dec-12 AKC Ch., UKC Ch. Catawba’s Power Play, CD, RA, VPGI, ROM, ATT: Owned and Loved by Whitney Newman and Susan Miller

All Versatility Companion Dogs (VC)
7-Apr-92

Carlo Vom Donautal, SCHHI, B, CDX,
WAC, GHC: Donald H. Marlowe

12-Oct-93 Alexa Vom Donautal, CD, B, SCHHI,
WH, GHC, WAC, CGC, ATTS: Sue W. Hall

29-Nov-97 Ch Sarena’s Shake Rag Jamie, BH,
WAC, CGC: Lieselotte & Ray Hookey

7-Apr-92

BA - CAN - PR Ch Prancing Pony’s J.
Gabriel, Am/Can - PR CD, TT, GHC:
Sharon Renae Barzen

26-Oct-93 Amaita Von De Aracoururo, B,
SCHHI, WAC, CGC, TT: Luis M. Vazquez

28-Feb-98 Cara’s Black Rose Angelina Bahir,
CDX, B, NA, CGC: Bruno Klang

21-May-94 Shady Acre’s Ideal Mr. Spock, BH,
SCHII, UD, ATT, CGC: Beverly Press

28-Feb-98 Allie Vom Kaiserhaus, BH, T1, SchH 1,
WAC: Linda C. Kurz & Joseph L. Kurz

12-Apr-92 Baretta Vom Donautal, SCHHI, B,
WAC, GHC: Gail Dodd

1-Jul-94

Panda Von Dynasty, CDX, B, TD,
SCHHII: Dennis Helm & Melodie
Limpach

28-Jun-92 Boss Vom Donautal, TD, T1, B, GSSD
Ready-Search: Ricardo Ferado

1-Oct-94

Ondra Vom Binselberg, B, SCHHI,
WAC, CGC, ATTS: Luis M. Vazquez

24-Apr-98 Alisaton Star-Trip V Dalclar, CD,
WAC, AD, CGC, FEMA LEVEL II: Gail
McCarthy

28-Jun-92 Satan’s Midnight Warrior III, B,
SCHHII, AD: Curtis S. Northrup

4-Feb-95

Echo Vom Donautal, CD, B, GHC,
WAC, CGC: Sue W. Hall

24-Apr-98 Ch Patriot’s Stars ‘N’ Stripes, CD,
ROM, AD, CGC: Gail McCarthy

8-Jun-92

5-Jul-92

Camden’s Sunshine, CDX, WAC, TDI,
CGC: Cathy L. Camden

Phonix Vom Norden Stamm,
SCHHIII, CD, TD, FH, WAC: Sue
Kelly-Walsh

13-Aug-92 Falkenburgs Illissa V D Nieuwe Loot,
B, CGC, ATT: Wolfgang & Claudia
Pfirrmann
5-Oct-92

Ch Wiking De Nieuwe Loot Van
Stevinhage, IPOI, ZTP: Jack & Ella
Kooy and Wolfgang Pfirrmann

15-Oct-92 Inverurey’s French Fantasy, UD,
SCHHIII, GHC, WAC, ATT, D-CD: Ellen
L. Higgins
25-Oct-92 Prancing Pony Dana V Warlock, CD,
TD, B, SCHHI, WH, WAC: Julianne
Ferado
10-Nov-92 Gravin Onyx Vom Neerland Stamm,
CDX, B, SCHIII, WH, GHC, CGC, TDI:
Paulette & G. Price Bethel and Mary
Rodgers

24-Apr-98 Herro Vom Bogenstadt, SchH 3, IPO
3, B, CD, WAC, ZTP: Lori Janes

30-Jun-95 Tika Von Royal Gin, B, UDC ATT, CGC:
Nellie Walter & DeDe Beck

28-Jun-98 UDC Ch Rebholzer High Intensity, B
Brevet, UDC FFB: Desiree Malouin

12-Apr-96 Ch Bjf A Midsummer-Night’s Dream,
CD, TDI,CGC: Jim Briley & Mark & Julie
Stade

28-Jun-98 Red Oak’s Blair, AKC-CKC CD, T 1,
SchH 1, WAC, HIC, CGC: Ellen Higgins

19-Apr-96 Agape’s Seasons Of The Lion, CD,
BH, CGC, ATT: Connie Galloway &
Mollie Stroff
28-Jul-96 Sentinel Spelcaster V Zysing, CD, B,
OFA, ATT, CGC: David Stroff & Cathy L.
Camden
23-Dec-96 Yukon Vom Weisen Haus, SchH
III, ZTP SG1A, CD, CGC, TDI: Soile

Jarvenpaa

21-Feb-97 Sentinel’s Specter, B, WAC, CGC:
Cathy L. Camden
15-May-97 U-CD Miss Pegasus Sue, UDX, WAC,
CGC: Nancy Brunker

24-Nov-92 Royolyn Eighteen-Twelve, AM/CAN
CD, TD, T1, WAC, SAR: Michelle L.
Limoges

17-Sep-97 Red Oak’s Aubrey, AKC-CKC CDX,
D-CD, B, TI, SCHH1, GHC, WAC, STT,
CGC: Ellen L. Higgins

A Spicy Lady V D Ziegelhaus, TD,
T1, ATT, SAR: Shirley M. & David
Hammond

26-Aug-93 Eclipse Vom Donautal, B, WAC, CGC:
Gail B. Dodd
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31-May-95 Ch Kansa’s Intoxicatin’ Aquarius, CD,
ROM, CGC, TDI: Julie K. Stade

23-Nov-92 Copyright Protected Kristoff, CD, T1,
SCHHI, ATT: Linda Ann Tobiasz

4-Apr-93

UDC FOCUS

28-Feb-98 Delight Of Starfire, CDX, WAC, CGC:
Nancy Brunker

17-Sep-97 Camilla Vom Kaiserhaus, CD, SCHH3,
T1, WAC, CGC: Lori Janes
1-Nov-97

WWKC Ch Magenta’s Luckie
Ambrosia, B, SchH 1, ZTP V1B: Nellie
Walter

18-Jul-98

Willow Von Dynasty, CDX, B, T 1,
SchH 1, WAC, ZTP G1A, CGC: Lisa
Johnson

31-Dec-98 U-CDX Dawn Of Starfire, UD, WAC,
CGC: Nancy Brunker
8-Jan-99

Sentinel’s Merlin, B, WAC, ATTS,
CGC, TDI, STT: Cathy L. Camden &
David Stroff

19-Feb-99 Cerberus Vom Norden Stamm, CD,
B, SchH 2, WH, ATTS, CGC, NNDDA:
Francis Fayne
19-Feb-99 AKC Ch Mandolin Bring On The
Night, CD, ROM, ATT, CGC: Joannah
Davis & I. Annette Williams
27-Feb-99 Noble House Cita Frisco, AKC UD, B,
SchH 2, ATT, CGC: Ellen Marchand
6-Apr-99

U-AGI U-CD Navistar’s QB Sneak v
Triadel, Am-Can CD, NA, NAJ, NJ, OA,
TT, CGC: Debra Hartzell

8-May-99 U-AGI Achates v Moss Hill, BH, NA,
NAJ, NJ, WAC, CGC: Peg Mueller

All Versatility Companion Dogs (VC) Continued
6-Jun-99

U-CDX Papageno, Can CD, Am CDX,
WAC, ATTS, TDI, CGC: Fred Dunaway

11-Jun-99 IABCAA Int’l. Ch Jag vom Donautal,
B, CGC, Certified for K-9 Basic
Cadaver Search: Ricardo Ferado
7-Aug-99 Ch BJF Crescendo V Aquarius, CD,
ROM: Jill & Art Graves
26-Nov-99 Collinwood’s True Colors, CDX,
BH, AX, AGD, WAC, CGC: Linda Ann
Leiviska

11-Mar-02 Cara’s Matik Gift for Gab, CD, WAC,
BH, CGC, ATT, Therapy Dog: Vicky K.
Brachfeld
10-May-02 Can Ch Equinox Designer Genes, Can
CD, HIC: Judy Bohnert
12-May-02 UCI Natl.-Intl. Jungsten Ch Sentinel’s
Excalibur, BH, ATT, Certified Service
Dog: Cathy L. Camden
12-May-02 Aesir vom Kollund Kro, BH, SchH 3,
IPO 3, WAC, ZTP V1A, CGC: Lori Janes

23-Jun-00 UCD Can Ch Serenity Sherbourg
Vondura, TT, TDI, CGC: G. Lynn
Winter, DVM

10-Aug-02 Bonita Von Der Schwarzen Lagune,
BH, ZVV 1, SchH 2, IPO 3, TDI, CGC:
Vicky K. Brachfeld

29-Jul-00 Sloothaak, CDX, BH, T1, CGC: Anne
Rammelsberg

24-Aug-02 BJF Renejade Mirror Image, CDX,
NA, NAJ, WAC, FFB, BH, ATT: Wendy
Schneider & Nancy Christensen

4-Dec-00 Forgotten Lore of Kimbertal, SchH1,
CD, BH, TKII, AD, TT, CGC: Amy Mills
7-Jan-01

Magenta S Hanz v. d. Habichttal, B,
SchH1, T2, WAC, ATTS, CGC: Stephen
& Joan Koren

27-Jan-01 Rebholzer Live Wire, B, SchH3, T3,
CD, WAC, ATT, CGC: Traci Mulligan
27-Jan-01 Montwood Hotspice v Rebholz, BH,
T1, D-CD, ATT, CGC: Traci Mulligan &
Gary Knights
27-Jan-01 Rebholzer-Rohan Sum’R Siege, BH,
SchH 1, WH, WAC, STT, CGC: Traci
Mulligan
3-Mar-01

Can Ch Pentium A Dream Within
Equinox, Can CD, WAC, CGC: Judy
Bohnert & Carla Mai Nissen

21-Apr-01 Smokey Joe von Wilhamhoff, SchH 1,
CGC: Anthony & Marylyn DeGregorio
30-Jun-01 Renejade Rock and Roll, TD, NA,
NAJ, OA, OAJ, AXJ, NAC-1, AD-1,
WAC, CGC: Linda S. Robertson
12-Aug-01 Lothlorien The Wizard v. Cara, CD,
UDC-ThD, CGC, Hearing Service Dog:
Margaret (Peg) Wyse
12-Jan-02 Armee Begablten v. Wimmerhaus,
BH, SchH 1, ZTP VG 1B, AD: Alvin L.
Clemons
10-Feb-02 U-CD Cris’s Mystic Black Jade, AKC
CD, AKC OA & OAJ, NADAC NJ & OA,
ASCA GS-N & RS-N, WAC, ATT, HIC,
TDI, CGC, FM: Cristina Maxwell
10-Feb-02 Cris’s Black Star Sapphire, AKC CD,
ASCA CD, Mex-PC, AKC OA & OAJ,
NADAC NA, NG & NJ, ASCA RS-N &
JS-N, WAC, HIC, TDI, CGC, LC-10L:
Cristina Maxwell
4-Mar-02

U-CD Boris von Rosenhof, SchH 3,
FFB VG1A, STT, D-CD, CGC, AD: Anne
Rammelsberg

21-Feb-03 Odo von Dynasty, CD, WAC, CGC,
Delta Society AAT: Margaret T.
Flowers
23-Mar-03 Morgana’s Forevr Chasin Phonix,
SchH 1, CD, WAC, AD, ATT, BH, CGC:
Makayla King
15-Jun-03 Sentinel’s Diana The Hunter, BH,
ATT, ATTS: Cathy L. Camden
26-Jul-03 Elkhaus Ice Storm, CD, BH, WAC, ATT,
HIC, CGC: N. Shannon Elkins & Steven
Elkins
16-Aug-03 Brigitte Von Moeller Hof, CD, CGC,
ATT: Meg Flowers
4-Oct-03

Can Ch Destiny’s Charisma, BH, WAC,
ATT: Rose M. Kruser

18-Oct-03 Renejade Bells and Whistles, CDX,
ASCA-CD, NA, NAJ, WAC, ATT, CGC:
Nancy Gearhard
20-Mar-04 U-CD Brulans Baron Vom Gravin, CD,
WAC, Delta Society AAT: Cindy M.
Starley
20-Mar-04 Salmans Eich v Blitzkrieger, AKC-CKC
CD, BH, SchH3, Can TT, CGC: Phyllis E.
McNaughton
17-Jul-04

Sentinel’s Lady of the Lake, CD, BH,
ATT, ATTS, CGC: Cathy L. Camden

9-Jan-05

Cara’s Shining Dark Crystal, CD,
WAC, OA, OAJ, BH, SR, SS, NAC, CGC:
Carolyn & Ralph Gastley

19-Feb-05 Wittrock’s EEEEEvil EEEEEva, CD,
B, WAC, ATT, CGC, Delta Society
Therapy Dog: Cheryl Fite & Ross
Peterson
12-Mar-05 UCD, UACH Bel-Mar’s I Love Trouble,
CD, OA, NAJ, NJP, NAP, NGC, NJC,
OJC-V, ATT, CGC: Beth Bishop
25-Jun-05 IABCA Int’l Ch Cameron Capone dei
Dohse, CD, BH, WAC, CGC, AD, RE:
Cornelia Grabichler

29-Oct-05 DARE’s Terra Firma, CDX, ThD, CGC,
TDI, Dog Guide: Laura Holum
26-Dec-05 Bell’Lavoro La Vittoria Dolce, CD,
WAC, TDI, CGC: Salvatore Ceraldi &
Vicky Brachfeld
18-Feb-06 Bell’Lavoro Aleksia Nano, BH, WAC,
CGC: Kristin Roberts & Vicky Brachfeld
15-Apr-06 IABCAA Nat’l Jugend Ch JBars Portia
Kye In The Sky, CD, BH, K-9 SAR
Cadaver Level A, TDI, CGC: Linda Kye
15-Apr-06 IABCAA Int’l Ch, UKC Ch JBars
Schatzi Windwalker, CD, BH, T1, K-9
SAR Cadaver Level A, TDI, CGC: Larry
Kye
15-Apr-06 Redlion Fu Z Mu Z Wuza Bear,
CD, NJP, TDI, CGC, RAE2, RL3,
RL2X, RL1X, ARCH, CD-H: Deborah
Stevenson
15-Apr-06 Ravenswood Aspen Extreme, CKCUKC CD, AKC CDX, OA, AXJ, ATTS,
CGC: Beth Szczygiel
28-Jul-07

Giuseppina von Wilhamhoff, BH,
WAC, OB-1, CHIC: Marylyn DeGregorio

8-Sep-07

Eric Iberico del Kingsware, BH, TD,
TR-1, FH, SchH 1, WAC, TT, CGC:
Renee C. Michel

20-Oct-07 General Jack Von Whitedheim, BH,
WAC, ATTS, TDI, CGC: Peter J. Lindic
26-Dec-07 Can Ch Trymine Xzotic Flair v
Domtom, CD, TT, CGN: Tamara
Champagne
26-Dec-07 Bell’Lavoro Discorso Dela Cita,
BH, WAC, CGC: Erica Green & Vicky
Brachfeld
8-Mar-08 Elkhaus Entrapment, CD, BH, ATT,
CGC: N. Shannon Elkins
16-Mar-08 Highland’s Mountain Express,
RA, RE, OA, AXJ, ATTS, CGC: Beth
Szczygiel
21-Jun-08 Bearcreek Quinnkastra Top Gun, CD,
BH, T1, OB3, ATT, ATTS, CGC, WAC:
Suzan Shipp
21-Jun-08 CKC Ch Gentry’s Blackhawk Down,
CD, AGNJ, AGI, HIC, CKC TT, CGN,
CKC ROM: Caitlin Rathburn
30-Nov-08 Bowie’s Semper Fidelis v Dru, CD,
WAC, ATT, ATTS, CGC: Kim Somjen,
DVM
22-Feb-09 Ascomannis Laevatein, CD-H, RL1,
BH, WAC, ATT,ADPR: Laura V. Baugh
22-Feb-09 Ziris Van Schuylenburcht, BH, WAC,
CGC, AD: Amanda Shadfoth
16-Mar-09 Ferrara vom Excalibur, BH, SchH2,
IPO1, WAC, ADPR: Cornelia Grabichler

UDC FOCUS
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All Versatility Companion Dogs (VC) Continued
6-Sep-09

Citto von der Wudritz, BH, IPO III,
TDI, CGC: Vicky K. Brachfeld

6-Feb-10

Ch Gentry’s Beck ‘N’ Call, CGN, CD,
RN, RAMCL, TT, ROM: Caitlin Rathburn

6-Sep-09

UKC Ch, UKC CD D’Lano’s Guns N’
Roses, WAC,ATTS,TDI, CGC, RN: Linda
Rusinko & Deborah Otlano

6-Feb-10

Swift Run’s Volcan Masaya, BH,
SchH1, IPO2, VPG3, CD, CGC, RN,
WAC: Brandi Williams

6-Sep-09

UDC Ch Cicily vom Koby Haus, BH,
BSB-E3A: Jim & Janis Toman

9-May-10 Bell’Lavoros Primo Diamante Rio,
BH, WAC, ATT, CGC, ThD: Marie Iulo

6-Feb-10

CKC Ch Seven’s Strekoza Pennylane,
RA, TT, ROMC: Leah Hamaluk

9-May-10 Cara’s Thorny Issue, BH, WAC, ATT,
CHIC, CGC: Jeffrey Saporito

6-Feb-10

Aurora’s Jetta, CD, RA, NAC, VADC,
VSGDC, AGNS, AGIJ, CGC, CGN, ThD:
Leah Hamaluk

17-Oct-10 UKC Ch Cara’s Hot Mama, BH, WAC,
ATT, CGC: Linda & Peter Lindic

10-Dec-11 Legard’s Batman, CD, BH, TT, TR2,
WH, WAC, ATT, ATTS, CGC: Janet G.
Smith
26-Feb-12 UCH Platinum’s Winner Takes It All,
MX, MXJ, WAC, ATTS: Beth Szczygiel
2-Mar-12

AKC Ch. Talladega’s American
Thunder, NA, NAJ, NF, NJP, OA, OAJ,
WAC, ROM: Michelle Kramer and Jim
Lauver

All Versatility Companion Excellent Dogs (VCX)
07-Apr-92 Ch Lothlorien’s High Elven Rune,
UDT, ROM,SCHHI, TDI, CGC: Bunny
Lanning

06-Sep-98 Can Ch Cara’s Alisa, CD, WAC, UDC,
ATT, FFB, BH, CGC, TDI: Rose M.
Kruser

30-May-92 Am/Can Ch Black Oak Country N
Western, Am/Can CD, TD, T1, ROM,
CGC: Linda Suligoy

15-Oct-98 Am-Can Ch LeMils Lethal Weapon,
Am-Can CD, Am-Can ROM, TT, TDI,
CGC: Penny Cary

14-Aug-92 Ch Henrike V. D. Nieuwe Loot, CD, B,
T2, SCHHI, CGC: Wolfgang and Claudia
Pfirrmann

08-Mar-99 Ch Patriot’s Stars N Stripes, CD,
ROM, FFB V1B, AD, CGC, 1st Level
Certified-Search Dogs NE: Gail
McCarthy

20-Oct-92 Ch Destiny’s Special Blessing, Am/
Can CD, B, ROM, TDI, TH.D, ATT, CGC:
Carole Bohanan-Uhler and John Uhler
08-Nov-93 Am/Can Ch Cara’s Talon, Am/Can CD,
B, ROM, CGC: Bonnie Wittrock
09-May-94 Ch Findjan’s Outrage, CD, ROM,
GHC, CGC, ATT: Nancy E. Christensen
29-Jun-94 AKC-CKC Ch Destiny’s Windflower,
AKC-UDC CD, B, ROM, ATT, TDI:
Carole Bohanan-Uhler
10-Mar-95 Ch Cara’s Valar Lothlorien, CDX, BH,
ATT, TDI, TH.D., CGC: Bunny Lanning
and Ray Carlisle
31-May-95 Am/Can/UKC, SKC, Ch U-CDX
Ravenswoods High Performance,
CDX, ROM, B, Can CDX, CGC, TT, VCX:
Cindy Noland
11-Aug-95 Ch BJF Much Ado About Nothing,
CD, CGC, TDI, AG 1-2, ROM: Kathy and
Mike Horniman
28-Feb-98 D-Ch Branwen Vom Haus Kurz,
BH, NA, AD, NJC, TT: Linda C. Kurz &
Joseph L. Kurz
28-Feb-98 Finnish Ch Belmont Vom Norden
Stamm, CD, JK2, ZTP, CGC, TT: Soile
Jarvenpaa & Elina Jarvinen
24-Apr-98 Am/Can Ch Gold Grove High
Chaparral, Am/Can CD, CGC, BH,
ROM: Sharon A. White
06-Sep-98 Ch Sarena’s Shake Rag Jamie,
CDX, BH, ROM, VC, CGC, TDI, FFB:
Lieselotte & Ray Hookey
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03-Apr-99 UDC Ch Renejade Windsor v Jazlin,
CD, BH, SchH 3, WAC, ZTP VG 1A, AG
II, CGC: Nancy Christensen
10-Apr-99 Can Ch Wittrock’s Cascadian Tiger,
CD, TD, WAC, B, CGC, SAR-Dog:
Michelle Limoges
08-May-99 Can Ch Cara’s Color of Night, U-CD,
CKC CDX, BH, SchH A, ATT, STT,
ATTS, CGC: Sue Morrissey
03-Jul-99

Ch Teeco’s Night Hawk, CD, ROM,
CGC, TDI, NGC, NJC: Laura Hulke

12-Apr-02 Am/Int’l/UDC/UKC Ch U-CDX Hillco’s
Texas Blazing Star, AKC-ASCA CDX,
BH, ROM, OB2, AD, D-CD, D-FFB VG1A, TDI, ThD, CGC, ATT, TT, HIC, VCX:
Irina Sasu
05-Oct-02 Ch Anrich Dreamkeeper of Saxony,
TT, CDX, BH, AD, ATT, CGC: Diana and
Gordon Shore
30-Dec-02 Am/Intl/Intl Baby/Natl. Jugend/UKC
Ch Talent’s Classic, BH, AKC/UKC CD,
ASCA CDX, ROM, OB2, CGC, AD, TDI,
ATT, TT, HIC, VCX: Irina Sasu
26-Apr-03 AKC/CKC Ch Alisaton Aurora
Borealis, AKC UD, CKC CDX, D-CD,
BH, OB2, ASCA CD, ROM, CGC: Pam
Burns
26-Apr-03 Ch Cara’s Queen Of The Night, CKC
UD, D-CD, BH, WAC, ATT, CGC, Can
TT: Susan Simeon & Ray Carlisle
20-Jul-03 DV Ch Alexa vom Bernecker Schloss,
VPG1, FH2, AD, ZTP V1A: Elaine
Brown-Galonska & May Jacobson

05-Aug-99 UDC-AKC Ch Mandolin Bring On The
Night, CD, ROM, CGC, ATT, FFB V1A:
Joannah Davis & I. Annette Williams

20-Jul-03 UDC Ch Destiny’s Sunshine Santino,
SchH1, AFFB, WAC, ATT, CGC: Janis &
Jim Toman

31-Dec-99 Can Ch Destiny’s Man on a Mission,
CD, WAC, BH, SchH 2, T 1, ATT: Carole
Bohanan-Uhler

06-Jan-04 Can/UDC Ch Wittrock’s Zzzzzaaron,
CD, AD, B, ATT, WAC, T1: Bonnie
Wittrock

08-Jul-00 AKC/UDC Ch BJF Crescendo v
Aquarius, CDX, ROM, BH, T-1, ATT,
CGC: Jill & Art Graves

06-Jan-04 Am/Can/UDC Ch U-GrCh, U-Ag1
Talent’s Supersonic, CD, BH, NA,
NAP, ROM, CGC: Peg Mueller

08-Jul-00 Ch BJF Sonata v. Aquarius, NA,NAJ,
ROM, CGC, FD, FDX, FDCH: Jessica
Wilcock, DVM

01-Feb-04 Ch UCDX Smack-Dab’s Diamond in
the Myst, CDX, BH, ROM, UKC Total
Dog: Karen Gunter

21-Apr-01 Ch Pentium A Dream Within
Equinox, Can CDX , AKC CD, WAC,
HIC, CGC, TT: Judy Bohnert & Carla
Mai Nissen

20-Mar-04 AKC-UDC Ch, IABCA Int. Ch Mt.
Windsor’s After Burn, CD, BH, ATT,
ROM, ATTS: Nancy M. Troyer

11-Mar-02 Ch U-AG2 Montwoods Kira of
Delcrest, CD, OA, OAJ, ROM, NAC,
NJC, FFB V1A, TT, CGC: Debra Hartzell

03-Jul-05

UDC/UKC/Int’l. Ch Cross the Rubicon
dob Mann, CD, TDI, WAC, ATT, TT,
CGC: Irina Sasu

29-Aug-05 Am/Int’l. Ch Rhapsody’s Passage to
India, RN, CD, ROM, TDI, YTT, CGC:
Irina Sasu

All Versatility Companion Excellent Dogs (VCX) Continued
29-Oct-05 UDC Ch Mandolin The Heat Is On,
CD, BH, SchH1, WAC, ATT, CGC, RN:
Joannah Davis
29-Oct-05 AKC/UDC Ch Imagemaker’s Plezed
Ta Meecha, CD, ROM, ATT, CGC, RN:
Sandi Atkinson
25-Feb-06 UDC/Can Ch Destiny’s Charisma,
UDC/Can CD, AKC CDX, IPO3, SchH3,
WAC, G-FFB V1A: Rose M. Kruser
08-Apr-06 Ch Bell’Lavoros Dio Di Giove, BH,
ThD, CGC, ZTP1A: Vicky Brachfeld &
Dean Calderon
15-Apr-06 UDC Ch/Int’l Ch Rhapsody’s
Integrity, CD, RA, ATT, FFB, WAC,
CGC: Irina Sasu
30-Oct-06 UDC-UKC Ch Come As You Are Inelya
Renejade, AKC CD, ATT, WAC, CGC,
RA: Nancy Christensen
12-Jan-07 UDC / Intl. Ch Elkhaus Ice Storm, CD,
BH, WAC, ATT, HIC, CGC, G-FFB, T1,
VC: N. Shannon Elkins
05-Feb-07 UDC Ch Bell’Lavoros Rocca Scura,
BH, T1, IPO 2, WAC, ATT, RThD, CGC:
Mary Chrusciel
28-Jul-07

28-Jul-07

Am/Can/UKC Ch Sasanoa Glorious,
WAC, RN, Can TD, ROMC, PCD, CGC,
TT, TDI: Evelyn Stackpole, Penny Cary
and Hosea Carpenter
UDC Ch Swift Run Showstopper v
Kkro, BH, WAC, ATT, BSA E1A, CGC:
Tammy Marshall-Weldon

08-Mar-08 Ch Gem’Giveeon Lumene, CD, BH,
SchH1, NA, NAJ, AFN, WAC, ATT, BSB,
CGC: Debra Hartzell

21-Jun-08 UDC/IABCAA/Int’l/UKC Ch JBars
Schatzi Windwalker, CD, BH, T2,
FFB VG1A, K-9 SAR Cadaver Level A,
WAC, TDI, CGC: Larry Kye

24-Sep-11 UDC & UKC Ch Cara’s Hot Mama, BH,
WAC, ATT, ATTS-TT, CGC, VC: Linda &
Peter Lindic

21-Jun-08 UDC Ch General Jack Von
Whitedheim, BH, WAC, ATT, ATTS,
TDI, CGC, VC: Peter J. Lindic

10-Mar-12 AKC Ch, UKC Grand CH Talladega’s
American Thunder, NA, NAJ, NF, NJP,
OA, OAJ, WAC, ROM: Michelle Kramer
and Jim Lauver

31-Aug-08 UDC Ch Bell’Lavoro Augustus, BH,
FH1, SchH3, IPO3, AKC WD3, WAC,
ATT, ZTP 1B, CGC, VCX: Sean Salke

08-Apr-12 AKC, UDC Ch Lancaster’s Sassi
Godiva, CD, D-CD, BH, SchH1, WAC,
STT, G-FFB V1A: Nancy Lawson Weber

30-Nov-08 UDC Ch Bell’Lavoros Nero Strega,
BH, WAC, ATT, ZTP IA, RThD, CGC:
Vicky Brachfeld

08-Apr-12 AKC, UDC Ch Chaos vom Koby Haus,
SchH III, IPO3, FH2, AD, ROM, ZTP
SG1A: Loel Turpin

31-Jan-09 UDC Ch Lemils Dynamite Kiss, CD,
BH, WAC, ATT, TDI, CGC: Joannah
Davis

27-Apr-12 AKC Ch Viking’s Charlie Brown, CDX,
VPG III, IPO III, NA, OAJ, ROM, ZTP
1A: Lyn G. Kargaard

06-Sep-09 AKC/UKC Ch D’Lano’s Make My Day
Traditions, RA, NAJ, ROM, ATTS,
CGC: Deborah Otlano

08-Jun-12 UKC, UDC-Ch. Incredible Caper v
Rebholz, BH, WAC, CGC, TR-1, OB-3,
SchH A, BSA-E-3-A, ATT, SJ: Traci
Mulligan

06-Sep-09 AKC Ch, UKC GrCh Zima Is Mine
Always, ROM, CD, RN, CGC, ATTS,
TDI, CGC: Deborah Otlano
23-Oct-09 UDC Ch , UKC Ch Gravin Vera V.
Neerlands Stam, CD, RN, WAC, CGC:
Lynda L. Herndon
06-Feb-10 UDC, UKC Ch Beja’s Sorella Suzy Q,
BH, WAC, ATT, ATTS, ADA CAC, CHIC:
Anthony & Marylyn DeGregorio
09-May-10 UDC Ch Tri-Star’s Avalon Sunset, OA,
AXJ, NF, WAC, ATT, CGC: Laura Hulke
17-Oct-10 UDC Ch Cicily vom Koby Haus, BH,
WAE, ATT, BSB-E3A, CGC: Jim & Janis
Toman

16-Jun-12 UDC-Ch. Sant Kreal Soldier, IPO 1,
WAC, ZTP SG 1A: Mitch Edley
20-Oct-12 UDC Ch. Beja’s Redneck Brother
Rudy, CD, SchH 1, WAC, ZTP SG1B,
CGC, OB1, TR1: Anthony & Marylyn
DeGregorio
08-Dec-12 AKC Ch. Foxhall’s The First Lady,
WAC, BH, ROM, VPG II, IPO III: Lynn
Eggers and Jill & Art Graves
15-Dec-12 AKC Ch., UKC Ch. Catawba’s Power
Play, CD, RA, VPGI, ROM, ATT:
Whitney Newman and Susan Miller

Send me your new and updated Versatility Profile Questionnaires for the quarterly “Versatility Spotlight” feature in Focus!
Don’t pass up this unique opportunity for recognition of your Doberman companion and your accomplishments together as
a working team!
If you have a VC or VCX Title and would like to submit or update your Versatility Profile Questionnaire, please call or write
and I will be happy to send you a new questionnaire.
If you have earned new titles since your VC or VCX Title was awarded, let me know and I will be pleased to announce your
new titles in the next Versatility report!
If you would like more information on the UDC Versatility program or a VC-VCX application, please print out the Versatility
Title Requirements and Application Form from the UDC website at www.uniteddobermanclub.com or call me at (425) 2264810 (evenings, or anytime to leave a message) or contact me at my email address: feradobes@gmail.com.

Julianne Ferado, UDC Versatility Committee, P.O. Box 58455, Renton, WA 98058-1455
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Overview of the Working Dog Sport
The following article appeared in the 2012 IPO Fall Classic Catalog.
For generations people have been drawn to participating
in an active sport with a dog. The sport known as Schutzhund (or VPG in Germany, and IPO internationally) offers
this opportunity in a way that no other sport can. It is outdoors, it is physical, it is mental. The demands are great.
But the sport offers competition, and new friendships, as
well. In short, it is what all recreational sports should be:
good exercise, fun, and full of rewards.
Schutzhund started in the late 1800’s in Germany as a
temperament test for the German Shepherd Dog. Its initial
purpose was to determine which dogs ought to be breed.
Over the years, and with the addition of several other
breeds, the test evolved from one level to three. Next,
people started participating to compete at the IPO 3, testing their training and proving their genetics at the highest
level. Now, long after the
first formal rules were introduced, tens of thousands of
people all over the world participate in Schutzhund, and
Schutzhund
related sports, with the best of these dogs providing working dogs for police, military and search work around the
world.
IPO tests three different aspects of the marriage of the
dog’s genetics and training. However, the most important
point to understand is that the quality of the relationship
between dog and handler is also to be judged.
The first phase, tracking, requires the dog to track footsteps over local terrain, showing unerring accuracy and
commitment to the track. The dogs are to indicate dropped
articles to the handler. Often this is done under less than
ideal circumstances, with difficult cover; bad weather conditions, with tracks aged depending on level, and both length
and difficulty dependent on level).
The second phase is obedience. Those more familiar with
advanced AKC obedience will recognize variations on standard exercises. Two competitors are on the field at a time
with on one the field and the other on a down stay. Heel-

ing (fuss) includes: changes of pace and direction, gunshots
firing, ‘in motion’ tasks (sit, down and stand) all off lead.
Retrieves of a weighted dumbbell are done on flat, over a
one-meter jump, and over a six-foot tall A-frame wall. A
send away concludes the test.
The third phase is protection (schutzdienst). First, the dog
ought to search the blinds, as directed for the helper. When
the helper is found the dog ought to bark and guard. There
is an escape attempt by the helper and in the higher levels
various escorts of the helper by the handler and dog.
The above tests are difficult enough as separate tests, but
to make it even more demanding, all three phases happen in one or two day competitions. Each phase has a
maximum value of 100 points, with an IPO test having a
maximum total of 300 points. A dog must pass each phase
with a minimum of 70 points, for a minimum total of 210
points. In addition, the judge is to get a temperament rating for the dog.
Before entering at Level 1, the dog must pass a temperament test known as the B or BH. This is a two-part test.
The dog must pass obedience, then move on to a practical test of remaining stable and under control in various
crowded settings, with people, dogs, cars, bicycles, joggers
and noises.
Next, when this dog and handler successfully competes
at the lowest level of IPO, the dog earns an IPO 1, and a
temperament rating. The dog can then progress to IPO
2 and the ultimate, IPO 3. Each level makes ever-greater
demands on the dog and training in all three phases.
Any working dog sport enthusiast will tell you that a high
scoring IP03 is one in a thousand of all working dogs. But
those enthusiasts will also tell you of the bond that is created between handler and dog through the training that is
done for this sport and of the friendships made and good
times had, at whatever level they may trial. Many families
participate in this sport and club activities often include
socializing after training is done.
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Human Remains Detection (HRD) Training
by Shirley Hammond
Shirley Hammond is a well-know and popular figure in the world of search and rescue. Her accomplishments using her Dobermans, and her contributions to the
field of SAR are legendary!
The following article describes her easy-to-follow method of human remains detection training. This article was originally written in 2006 and revised by Michelle Limoges in 2013 with Shirley’s permission.

I

t is a fact that dogs can be trained to find and discriminate between many different scents. My focus in this
paper is on training dogs to locate and discriminate human
remains scent from living human scent, as well as animal
scent sources. I strongly believe in positive training and
feel it is the best way to make a dependable working dog.
I have chosen to specialize my dogs in Human Remains
Detection (HRD) however this method also works well to
train the ‘cross-trained’ human remains detection dog. (See
Glossary for definition)

•

Start building a reward system, one that will only be
used to reward HRD training.

•

The reward system includes two things, the food used
for CT and a toy that your dog thinks it the best toy
in the world. The toy reward and interaction with the
handler is very important. Many handlers help their
dog choose a Tug Type Toy as the tug toy focuses
the dog on the handler as a play partner, building the
team concept. You are partners.

•

Start thinking about and decide what your alert/indication is going to be. This is an important decision. See
“Choosing an Alert” see below

•

Choose your training location carefully, one that will
accommodate the training process as it increases in
complexity.

•

This document is written for those handlers or trainers who
wish to train either a wilderness cross-trained HRD search
dog or to train a single purpose human remains detection
dog. This document assumes that the handler or trainer has
some dog training background and experience. Training a wilderness cross trained HRD search dog or a human remains
detection dog is a complex procedure and is not necessarily a
task for the very beginner with out significant guidance.

Dogs are “place learners” that is they learn more
quickly if they go to the same area for training. Training in a confined space is most beneficial. A place like
a building warehouse, your garage or some confined
space out of doors will work. This becomes your primary training location. It is a good idea to return to the
primary location to teach a new skill as you progress
through the program.

•

Step 1 Introduction of clicker training or
positive reinforcement methods (click/
treat or ‘CT’)

Training in buildings, dormitory style, is ideal to begin
the imprinting process as you can control environmental issues and add new and different rooms as the
skill increases. How fast the team moves through the
various steps of training depends on how many times a
week the training is scheduled and the individual dog’s
learning curve.

•

See details below on moving the training outside.

•

The handler will need to balance the training between
indoor and outdoor environments.

This paper describes the use of the “Clicker” to mark the
exact behavior I am shaping. The use of a clicker or whistle
in animal training assists in the communication process
with the animal. The clicker marks the exact behavior desired at the precise time the behavior occurs. It’s like taking
a picture, what you click is what you get. It is a powerful
dog-training tool. Handlers may choose to use a special
word or praise instead of a clicker, but keep in mind that
the timing of the click or word is a MOST important element in your training. The clicker training presented here
is merely an introduction geared towards HRD training.
To learn more about clicker training we suggest you read
“Don’t Shoot the Dog” by Karen Pryor.

Introduction of the clicker to the dog is done before starting your scent training. It is very simple, click the clicker
and give the dog a treat. Do this for about 3 minutes then
put it away and when the dog is not looking click and the
dog should come running to get a treat. If the dog does
not respond, then repeat the process. What you have just
taught your dog is that when they hear the click a treat is
coming. The dog will learn that click means reward/food, a
powerful training tool. You can use this tool to shape many
behaviors including the behaviors of an alert/indication
system, and then chain them together. You can also use
this tool to perfect obedience skills; i.e. come, watch me,
touch, turn and stay close.
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Note: Important things to think about as you begin the
training process:
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Step 2 The Imprinting Process

Webster defines “imprint” as (1) to impress, mark by pressure, stamp; (2) to stamp or mark as letters on a paper, by
means of type plates; (3) to fix indelibly, as in the memory.
The imprinting process is designed to fix the chosen scents
into the dog’s memory as a positive experience. It involves
the dog receiving a reward for indicating the scent. At
this point in the training no commands are given. The
imprinting process should use as many different kinds of
scent sources as are available, including bones, tissue with

bone, blood, adipocere, teeth, and hair mixed with cadaver
scent. Your time management of the imprinting process
and your ability as a trainer will determine how long it may
take. The elements that will influence this are; how many
days a week you train, how effective your training is, and
to some extent the age of the dog. This process should be
completed in 1-2 weeks, if there are consistent, multiple
training sessions.
•

Start by setting up 3 to 5 Scent Articles (SA) arranged
in a circle pattern in a confined area that will have as
few distractions as possible. Use strong scents sources
at first to get the dog’s attention.

•

Place the SA out in the open, not hidden in any way.

•

It is best to start this imprinting process with a training partner.

•

This exercise can be done on or off leash depending
on focus, control and safety of the dog.

•

The dog is taken on a loose lead to the general area,
the lead is either removed or the dog is allowed to drag
it. No verbal commands, like “search”, are given at this
time.

•

As soon as the dog’s nose is close to or touches the SA
the handler should CTP. This will move the dogs nose
away from the SA to get the treat. This establishes the
correct behavior of not mouthing, retrieving or digging
at the SA. This is the beginning of preservation training, and is extremely important.

•

This means that the handler needs to be in close
proximity of the dog, CLICK, and present the treat
and praise the dog. You are imprinting the scent in the
dog’s memory and rewarding that behavior to increase
the probability of the dog repeating the behavior.

•

This should all take place very quickly so that the dog
never has the opportunity to mouth or pick up the SA.
If the dog never has that opportunity to make a
mistake it will learn the correct behavior.

•

It is normal, and a good sign, when the dog wants to
return to a SA several times. This indicates the dog is
making the connection between the SA and the CTP.

Step 3 Scent Article is Partially Hidden
•

The behavior that we are looking for is the dog to be
actively looking for the SA. This is the behavior that
tells you the dog is ready for Step 3. In the previous
stage the dog was discovering by walking into the SA.
Now the dog is actively looking for the SA.

•

Start moving the SA out of the circle arrangement and
place them near inert objects, by a chair leg, close to
the wall or some other object.

•

The dog is free to discover the scent article without
any guidance from the handler.

•

The handler walks around the scent articles and the
dog follows or chooses their own path.

•

As you walk around, you may position your body in
such a way as the dog discovers the SA.

•

Do not point to the SA, let the dog discover it on
its own.

•

Since the dog is actively looking, still using mostly
his/her eyes, it will discover the SA.

•

Every time the dog puts its nose close to the scent
article click treat praise (CTP=click, treat & praise).
Timing is very important. Do not talk to the dog,
except to praise the dog after the dog has discovered
the SA or to call the dog back into the area if it should
leave.

•

Since the SA is not as visible as it was, it may take a
little longer for the dog to find it.

•

The dog will most likely go to one of the SA that it has
found multiple times before it finds another SAs. This
is normal, but if the dog becomes fixated on a SA your
training partner may quietly pick it up. The handler
must continue to use their body to help guide the dog
to the right area.

•

Click & treat each time the nose is close to the scent
article as in 4 to 5 inches from the SA. They do not
have to touch the SA with their nose.

•

•

In the beginning stages, I CTP every time the dog puts
its nose close to the scent article no matter how many
times it goes back to the same one.

If the dog is not successful, the training partner can
move the SA so that it is a little more visible while the
dog is not looking.

•

•

It is important to stop the training before the dog gets
bored or frustrated; immediately reward your dog with
a toy. (The dog should want to continue the game.)
Reward the dog away from the SA.

It is time to evaluate the process before continuing the
training. The dog may need to have more experience
with slightly more visible SA before moving to the next
step. Then gradually make them less visible.

•

The reward toy should be a special toy that the dog
only gets when working HRD.

•

It is very important that during the imprinting
phase that the dog is never allowed to mouth,
pick up, or dig at the SA.

•

This is best addressed by having all of the SA’s in containers with lids that have holes, under wire mesh or
placed in concrete block (Cinder Blocks)

Step 4 Add “Find Another” Command

Make this process fun with lots of praise so the dog wants
to find the SA. The dog will want to keep going back to the
same article to get rewarded; at first we reward this behavior. After the dog is confidant we suggest that you start using a word that means find another SA. It’s important that
you acknowledge that the dog has found the SA but now
we want the dog to keep working and find more. Never
tell the dog “NO” or “leave it” when they have
found a correct scent article. We use a calm “good”
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now “find another” or “find more” command. It’s a very
good trait when a dog will keep showing you the SA it has
found, but it also needs to know to keep looking for more.

Step 6 Teaching an Alert Behavior

•

If the dog seems to be stuck on one SA you can help
the process by moving around the area so that the dog
will catch scent of a different SA.

•

Method One. The dog locates the SA and stays at
the SA performing a specific behavior. It then points
out the SA to the handler with a nose or foot touch.

•

If this doesn’t work, your training partner can quietly
pick up the SA that the dog is fixated on.

•

•

This should all be positive training. There is no need
for correction.

Method Two. The dog locates the SA; reports to
the handler performing a specific behavior; and then
returns to the SA. This is referred to as a three (really
four) part series.

•

If the dog seems confused, stop the training and take
the dog out of the area.

•

•

It is important to change the training set up so that it is
less complicated.

Behavior. The dog locates, reports to the handler,
and returns to the scent article and pinpoints or points
out the SA by a nose or foot touch. This is commonly
called the “Refind.”

•

Once the problem has been made simpler bring the
dog back into the area or to another area where the
dog has had success in finding a partially hidden SA.
The dog may even remember where the SA’s were
placed, and that is OK, but what is important is that it
is simple for the dog to find and that the dog is successful. As soon as the dog’s nose is close to the SA
CTP. Make the dog think he has just done the best job
in the world.

•

This is the alert sequence we recommend for
all cross-trained cadaver dogs. The handler never
knows when responding to a search if the subject is
alive or dead. The alert should be the same in either
case.

•

Looks very unprofessional

•

Gradually increase the partially hidden SA.

•

As the training progresses increase the number of SA
used during a training session.

Step 5 Introduce Negative Scent Articles

At this time you want to introduce negative articles. Negative articles in this case refers to the fact that they are not
cadaver scent sources and care has been taken to make
sure they do not contain any cadaver scent. These articles
may include; clean, empty containers similar to what the
cadaver scent articles are placed in, dead animals and
animal bones, items with fresh human scent (clothing) and
disturbed earth if you are training outside. These negative
articles must be well-separated form the positive training
scent sources, but close by. The wind directions is very important. Be sure that the positive SA scent is not blowing
into the area of the negative articles. These items should
be placed right out in the open so the handler can
clearly see the item, so no mistakes are made. No
reprimand is given for the dog smelling the negative article
and no click is given. The dog quickly figures out that there
is no CTP for finding items that are not cadaver scents.
The dog should quickly learn to ignore them. If you are
setting this training out of doors take advantage of the
area and disturb the earth by making a few false holes. It is
necessary to provide these negative training experiences in
order to build a sound foundation.
It is important that the dog successfully detect a wide
variety of SA. When the dog is locating the SA 90% of the
time without help its time to go on to the next step. Many
times the dog will already be turning its head and body
towards the handler to get a treat. In Step 6 you will begin
training the alert/indication behavior.
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Alert / Indication behaviors are taught separate from the
imprinting process and fall into two categories.

Choosing an Alert
This is a difficult decision to make and the most important
decision you need to make. When choosing an alert remember the dog is NEVER allowed to mouth, destroy, pick
up, dig at, or damage the scent article, victim, or crime
scene.
There are two terms used for alerts - passive and
active.
• Passive includes sitting, downing, barking or returning
to the handler.
•

Active includes digging, trying to get to scent article.

Factors you need to consider before choosing an
alert:
• Is this a live person search dog and is being crosstrained in human remains detection?
•

Is this a dog trained in disaster search?

•

Will the dog ever do live person or disaster work in the
future?

Step 7 Combining the Alert Behavior &
Detecting the SA
Method One

If you are going to have the dog stay at the scent article
then CTP right at the SA. You may want to teach the dog
to sit or lie down at the scent source. This behavior must
be taught separately form the HRD training. When the dog
performs the behavior correctly it is time to introduce this
behavior into the alert chain. The new training sequence
will be: dog finds SA and is cued to sit or down. As soon
as he dog is performing the cued behavior CTP. When the
dog is consistently offering the correct alert behavior the

handler must gradually increase the distance between the
dog and themselves. This will allow the dog to begin working more independently. When the dog detects the SA and
performs the trained behavior, the handler will approach
the dog and ask the dog to touch the SA CTP. See Teaching the Touch or Pinpoint later in this document. .

Method Two
The dog is actively looking and finding the SA and you
have been CTP at this point. Now it is time to delay the
clicker cue. As soon as the dog sniffs the SA wait a few
seconds and see if the dog will turn his head and body toward you. If the dog automatically turns to get his treat you
have arrived at the next step. This is the time to introduce
the alert/indication behavior chain into the process.

Let’s assume you have chosen to train the refind behavior. Separately from the HRD training, you have trained
the dog to come, sit and put the right paw on your knee.
You have named this part of the behavior chain “report”.
The dog will now perform this behavior on command/
cue. You have proofed this by having the dog perform it
in your kitchen, the back yard and the park. This behavior
is now ready to be introduced into the alert sequence at
your primary training location. The dog has already been
imprinted and will locate the SA and now we can ask the
dog to ”report”.
The next step requires the handler to not go all the way to
the dog to give the treat. Keep a distance of 5 feet or more
from your dog as it is working. As soon as you click, the

COMMON ALERTS
ALERT TYPE

PROS

CONS

Sit or Down at scent
article

It’s a passive alert, dog is trained not
to damage scene.
Easy to train.

Not a good choice for a wilderness cross-trained dog that
ranges away from you.
May be difficult in a rubble situation.

Bringsel

Does not harm crime scene because
they want to return to the handler
with the bringsel.
It is a passive alert as the dog does
not actively dig or mouth the scent
source
Works well for a wilderness crosstrained dog.

Bringsel drags through crime scene possibly causing damage to the crime scene.
The Bringsel drags through or over blood, tissue or other
biohazards.
Equipment you may forget to bring.

Return to Handler and
Bark

Does not harm crime scene.
Clear communication that the dog
has found something.

Barking draws attention to what you are doing and many
times we want to keep a low profile.

Return to Handler & Perform Trained Behavior

Passive alert
Depending on the conditions you
can have the dog show you what it
has found or not.

Takes a little more time to train
The handler can get very dirty if the dog paws or jumps on
you.

Bark at scent article

Does not harm crime scene.

Draws attention to what you are doing, everyone thinks you
have found something (right or wrong).
Very hard on ears when working in buildings.
Not a good choice for a Disaster Trained Dog. Barking at the
source is the preferred disaster alert indicating live human
scent and you need to be able to tell the difference between live and dead.
Some dogs when frustrated will bark, making it hard to tell
if the dog is alerting or just frustrated and barks.

Dig & Retrieve Alert

It is a natural behavior. Dogs like to
dig.

This is a very difficult alert to confine just to the scent
article. These dogs do a lot of exploratory digging that is
unrelated to the source.
Hard to read
Dog can destroy evidence in the crime scene
Dog can damage the victim
You don’t get invited back to work for that agency

The alert at the handler can be
different things, sit, down, jump
or paw.
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dog should be coming over to you to get the treat. It is all
right to use the word / cue “come” at this point. This starts
the report behavior. When the dog is coming or reporting
to the handler consistently without being cued add the new
“report” cue to sit and place the right paw on the knee.
This is the trained alert behavior that you have chosen to
use. The handler should cue the dog to perform the alert
behavior and then CTP. The dog is already doing a short
refind to the SA in order to get another treat. When this
behavior is consistent without cueing it is time to add the
foot or nose touch to pinpoint the SA. This nose or foot
touch again must be shaped as a separate behavior at
home, in the kitchen, with the touch or target stick. (See
Teaching the Touch or Pinpoint below)

Step 8 Add the Search Command and the
Refind Command

The dog should be actively searching for the scent article.
It is time to pair the search command with the dog sniffing
the scent article. Name this action such as, Search, Seek,
Find it, or some other word that is not used for any other
command. We recommend that cross-trained wilderness
HRD dogs use the same command and alert as they
use in the wilderness.
So far in the refind method after the dog has reported to
the handler, the dog has been returning to sniff the SA
to earn more treats. It is now time to name this behavior.
The dog that has been trained to Alert Method Two is now
searching and locating the SA, reporting to the handler
with the trained behavior and then returning to the SA
(doing a refind, commonly called the Show Me). Most
wilderness finds are obvious and there is no reason for the
handler to ask the dog to pinpoint the source. If the handler wishes to teach this behavior they should follow the
steps of “Teaching the Touch or Pinpoint”.

Teaching the Touch to Pinpoint
Teaching the touch or pinpoint is taught as a separate
behavior. One way to teach this is to use a target stick. The
target stick is presented to the dog, the point at the dog’s
nose level. Dogs being curious will usually come over and
touch it with their nose CT. No verbal cue is given at this
time. The cue will be added when the dog is reliable. The
next step is to have the dog touch the end of the target
stick wherever you put it. Example: point to the table leg
and tell the dog to touch, to the dishwasher handle, to the
planter box and eventually put out several SA. The dog
should put his foot or nose on SA CTP. Once the dog is
performing this behavior you can phase out the touch stick
and name the behavior. You need to proof the behavior at
home, in the back yard, and at the park. You only want to
reward a correct touch, never click for mouthing or biting
at the stick. Remember what you click is what you get.
Typical command for this is “show me” or “touch”.
Continue working different problems 10 to 15 minutes
a day. If you train in a building you can set up different
rooms and move to a different room when the dog has
located each item. If you are working outdoors set up different areas. When the dog has located each SA in an area
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move to another area. Always CTP. The dog should be
actively searching with his nose, not looking with his eyes
for the SA.
A basic dog training principle is to only change one variable at a time when the dog is learning a new behavior.
This is a very important concept. Training in the same
location to shape an initial behavior allows the handler to
control to some extent the environment or distractions.
In Step 1 we stated the dogs are place learners. We selected a place to train in a dormitory type building, so we
would be in control of the environment. This allowed us
the flexibility to add distractions for each dog as the training progressed. It is a good idea to introduce new behaviors in the original training facility , like the dormitory, and
then move outside when the dog has progressed.

Moving Training Outdoors
If possible choose an outdoor location around the primary
training building where the dog is performing well 90 per
cent of the time. Introduce the dog to the new environment with a few scent articles placed right out in the open
in a small area. Keeping the dog on 10-15 foot long line is
a good idea. Lower the criteria and click and treat for these
first small problems. Gradually increase the area and number of problems as the dog’s skill increases. We suggest for
the first week or so use the formula of three days inside at
the primary location and two days outside of the primary
building until the dog is focused and searching well. Then
change to another outdoor area. Train here until the dog
is focused and searching well. This is your cue it is time to
take the dog on the road, meaning new and different types
of environment.
Anticipate that the dogs will not work as well at the “new
location”. They probably will be distracted and may not
focus on the target scent. Lower the criteria by making
the problems simple and decrease the number of problems
presented to two or three. If the dog becomes distracted
and is completely unable to focus it is important not to
get upset, angry or frustrated. This is part of the learning
experience. ABORT the problems you have set up. Put the
dog in the car. Look at the area and pick the least distracting place to set up three very easy problems. These problems should be so easy that the dog will trip over the SA.
If necessary keep the dog on lead and as soon as the dog’s
nose sniffs the SA cue the appropriate behavior and CTP.
Make the dog believe he has just done the most sensational
job possible.
The next training should be at the primary training location. Set the problems up to be easy, simple and fun. Be
extra generous with the rewards. Have fun with your dog.
Gradually increase the difficulty of the “on the road problems”. The goal is for the dog to search and detect SAs just
as well “on the road” as in the primary location.

More Outdoor Training
Now that we are out of doors, we need to add disturbed
earth as a distraction.
I recommend that you work through the disturbed earth
before starting any buried problem. It should be treated like

any other negative training. The dog should move through
the disturbed earth area to an area where there are SA
to be found. Pay attention to the wind direction so that
the disturbed earth is not down wind of the search area.
This is sort of a walk through area so the dog gets used to
disturbed earth with fresh human scent on it. Do not give
the dog a search command at this point in training.
The dog should be on a long line. The dog should not pay
any attention, other than a casual sniff of the disturbed
earth. Should the dog start to dig in the freshly dug earth,
you may want to give a “Leave it” or “NO” command or
just say nothing but give a snap on the long line as you
move through the area. After the dog has had opportunity
to sniff several of the disturbed earth areas then go to the
search area where you have placed several good scent
articles and then give the dog the search command. Click
and treat when the dog detects the scent articles. This
exercise should be repeated many times before starting the
buried problems.

Step 9 Introduce Buried Problems

In setting-up beginning problems I like to use wire hardware cloth over the item. This prevents the dog from making contact with the item and limits the digging, if it should
occur. It is very important to use a strongly scented source.
The first problems are not really buried. The scent source
is down in the earth with the top of the container even
with the soil around it. Put the wire screen over it and then
cover with leaves or bark. The first few problems should be
aged about one half-hour. Start the dog down wind of the
scent source. The dog should be on a long line to limit or
define the search area. The dog has had considerable training at this point, and should perform the trained alert behavior without hesitation. If there is the slightest hesitation
or indication the dog is going to dig, cue the alert behavior.
Do not let the dog perform a dig with both feet. If the dog
paws the earth with one foot that is acceptable, but do not
let it continue. Cue the trained alert behavior and give the
dog lots of praise and reward.
Gradually make the hole the source is buried in deeper. For
beginning problems we make the earth porous by adding crushed vegetation, leaves, sticks and small rocks to
back fill the hole over the source. This allows the scent to
filter out and be accessible to the dog. Some soils are very
heavy clay and this is a very necessary step in the training process to ensure success. As the dog becomes more
experienced the amount of debris included in the backfill
hole becomes less.

Step 10 Adding More Distractions &
Increasing Complexity

Adding more distractions and increasing the complexity
should begin as soon as the dog is comfortable finding
the SA.
The first distractions (negative items) you introduced were
placed right out in the open so that they are easily seen.
When the dog is ignoring distractions out in the open start
placing the distraction behind a log, weed, rock or where

it is slightly hidden. The last step is to hide the distractions just like you hide scent articles. Make sure you use a
variety of distractions. Try to have some kind of distraction
incorporated in at least every other training.
Slowly increase the number of scent articles, some will be
out in the open, some will be partially concealed and some
will be well hidden. Increase the complexity of the problems and introduce scent sources that are placed 10-12
inches up off the ground, at nose level, and then higher.
Remember when the problems get tougher support your
dog and don’t let the dog fail. Always go back to CTP to
help the dog. If the dog is ready you can move the click to
the end of the refind. If your dog is still needing the click at
the scent source at this time continue to do so and pair it
with your word for correct. Say the word as you click.

Step 11 Phasing out the clicker

The next progression marker we look for is to see if the
dog will sniff, turn and report to you without the cue. Start
by pairing the click with a word that will mean the same
as the click. Then delay clicking when the dog smells the
scent article but use the new word and see if the dog will
return to you without the click. Example, say “yes” as soon
as the dog smells the scent article. See
if this will cause the dog to return to you. Phasing out the
clicker should be a slow process based on the dog’s ability
to still do the behavior correctly. If your dog still needs the
clicker at this time continue to use it. Always go back to
the clicker if the dog needs it or seems confused. We found
that many times when we upped the criteria by adding new
location, larger areas, more difficult problems, we had to
go back to the clicker.
If you find that part of your sequence has fallen apart it is
probably because you have made too big of a step. It is best
to backup, simplify the problem and add the clicker and
treat. This will give your dog confidence and help you get
through the problem. Always give the dog lots of praise.

Step 12 Assessing the Dog’s Progress

Let’s review the dog’s progress. The dog is actively searching and at a greater distance from the handler. The dog
is learning to work independent of the handler. The dogs
is performing the search and refind behavior correctly.
The dog can find and locate hidden scent articles above
the ground. Remember to lower your criteria for new or
difficult problems and always support or go back a step if
the dog is having trouble. Don’t let the dog fail by going
too fast or taking too big of a step, your dog can loose
confidence.
It is impossible to predict how long it will take for you to
reach this point. Variables include how old the dog was
when you started, how often you train, breed of dog and
how experienced you are as a handler. These are only very
rough guidelines. If you started with a puppy 8 weeks to 4
months old it might take you 4 to 6 months to get to this
point. We recommend that you set up at first very short
training sessions and continue to increase the length as the
dog gains confidence and train as least 4 to 5 days a week.
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Step 13 Generalizing

Generalizing is the ability of the dog to perform the search
behavior under different circumstances and conditions.
The dog should be actively working out problems as you
increase the difficulty. The dog should be comfortable
with other people in its search area and other distractions.
Remember when you change locations, the dog’s behavior may also change. The dog may not be as confident
and may appear confused. Make the first problems easy
with a good strong SA. Use the clicker and vocal cues as
needed. This period of confusion will not last long. The
more variables, distractions, and scenarios you provide for
the dog during training the more confidant the dog will be.
It’s better to have trained the scenario before you are faced
with the problem on a real search. Adding new things to
your training will also keep your dog excited.
•

Different locations

•

Longer problems

•

Introducing buried problems

•

People distractions

•

Outside

•

Other dogs working nearby

For More Ideas See Distraction Training Ideas below.

Step 14 Trusting and Reading the Dog

It is time for the team to work blind problems. This does
not mean you should work them on your own. The blind
problems should ONLY be done under the supervision of
the person who set up the problems. It is very important
that you or the dog do not make a mistake. When the handler works the problem blind they are not able to give cues
to the dog. The dog is searching all on its
own and the handler is seeing if they can understand and
read the dog’s body language. The helper
should immediately inform the handler if the dog is making
a mistake or if the dog needs help to successfully finish the
problem. This is training - don’t let the dog fail.
A common phrase in search work is “trust your dog”; but
I would add only trust your dog after it is trained, proofed
and proven to be trust worthy.
The next step would be to set up Mock Tests that duplicate
the testing conditions as near as possible. It is important
to enter a test with confidence and mock testing can aid
in building this confidence. Many times we set up a Mock
Test, but fail to include all of the conditions like having
complete strangers stand around intently staring at the
dog. The tests should be set up in a completely new area. It
is even a good idea to use scent articles that have not been
used in your training scenarios. Borrow some scent articles
from another trainer if you can.
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Problem Solving
“The dog is watching me and is not searching on
its own”.
Most of the time the above-mentioned problem is
caused by the handler helping the dog search by pointing or showing the dog where the SA is. Another cause
of the above behavior is the handler inappropriately
holding or playing with the dog treats or toy before the
dog has located the SA. This breaks the dog’s concentration and gives the dog a big clue as to how close the
scent source is. “The SA must be close because my
handler is getting the treat out!” Some handlers keep up
a steady stream of talking to the dog when it is working. This is not good handling. Don’t distract the dog
from working with continual talking or cause the dog
to be concerned if you are not talking. Always let the
dog discover the SA, if the dog is having trouble finding
the SA, stop the problem, take the dog away and then
make the problem simpler or open the scent article up
so it will release more scent. Hide the food; don’t play
with the toy and STOP TALKING TO YOUR DOG.
“The dog was doing the whole sequence, search,
alert and refind and is now not doing the alert”.
This usually indicates that the dog is confused and may
have taken too big of a step. Go back to simpler problems, use the clicker to support the dog, or use more
praise and make the problems fun. Take smaller steps
and continue. Fade out the clicker when the dog is doing
the new level with out confusion.

Distraction Training Ideas for the Scent
Detection Dog

All specialized scent detection dogs should be trained for
the ”real world”. By training for all kinds of possible scenarios your dog will be prepared and able to handle most
working situations. If you find a distraction that is difficult
for your dog try moving farther away and then slowly
move closer until the dog is able to perform its job without
concern.

People Distractions
•

A group of people intently focusing on the dog

•

Handler probes in area while the dog is working

•

Having another person probe the area while a team is
working

•

Digging in the area

•

Distractions of people talking and doing things around
your search area

•

Have a live person hiding in the search area

•

Having a helper hold a sample in hand and ask the
dog to alert on it if it’s correct

•

The helper holds a positive source and a negative
source and the dog must correctly identify it

Distracting Smells

•

Lifting small dog up to smell an item and have them
perform an alert

•

Human food exposed and hidden

•

Scent article in a garbage can

•

Working close to another dog working

•

Large scent source for overwhelming scent pool

•

Work in a large group of people

•

Fresh blood dried then washed off with bleach

•

Work near children playing

•

Fresh blood dried then painted over

•

Work near other dogs playing

•

Clothing (fresh human) in search area

•

Overlapping scents of equal strength

•

Overlapping scents of unequal strength, old bone and
decomp

•

Tiny blood splatters/droplets (both fresh and old)

•

Diapers

Obstacles & Articles
•

A difficult area where the dogs cannot access scent
article

•

Canine has to climb on or over things to get close to
the scent article

•

Heavy brush that the dog can not penetrate

Animal Distractions

•

Rubble debris or rock piles

•

Adding animal blood

•

Construction debris

•

Dead animal exposed or hidden

•

Scent source under the edge of concrete

•

Caged live animal in search area

•

Scent article out of sight of handler, difficult to get back
to handler to alert

•

Animal Bones

•

Fishing tackle box, dead fish

•

Include areas where the handler cannot assess

•

Pig blood, pig bones, pig tissue

•

Blank containers in search area

•

Work near livestock (horses, pigs, etc)

•

Latex glove both clean and contaminated with cadaver scent

•

Working in known squirrel areas

Locations
•

Buildings

•

Lived-in houses

•

Water

•

Wilderness

•

Desert

•

Forest

•

Disturbed earth (false holes)

•

Parking Lot

•

Vehicles

•

High problems

•

Play ground

•

Work near other dogs playing (like at a park)

•

Strange surfaces, like boats, floating docks

•

Rubble pile

•

Working in a high traffic area

•

Negative or clean areas

•

Situations where the dog cannot perform its trained
alert easily, standing in water, obstacles

Other Distractions
•

Working on lead

•

Articles that move / blow away

•

Multiple items to ‘check’ - like a line-up

•

Loud distractions - airport, gun range, construction
site

•

Working around large earth moving equipment - you
yelling over the noise

•

Scent articles at different temperatures, frozen (body
in freezer)

•

Strange human apparel (hard hat, tyvek suit, goggles)

•

Camera in the dog’s face

•

Scent article in bag, plastic bag or different container

•

Manikin filled with cadaver scent
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Glossary of Terms: General
ACCLIMATE: Become accustomed to a different environment
or circumstances.
ACTIVE ALERT: Dog indicates the scent article by an aggressive manner, digging, barking or both.
AIR-SCENT/AREA DOG: A common term for a Search and
Rescue dog with the ability and training to detect live human airborne scent particles, carried on air currents that
lead the dog to find a lost person.
ALERT: To perform a trained response when the dog has
located the scent or object it has been imprinted to find.
(Sometimes referred to as an ‘ indication’)
ATTITUDE CHANGE: A noticeable change in the movement,
working, breathing, or intensity of the dog while working.
May also be referred to as intense interest. Body language.
BARK ALERT: (Bark & Hold) The dog remains at the scent
article or subject and barks until the handler removes the
dog or indicates that the dog may stop.
BRINGSEL: An alert method. A tab made of leather or other
kind of material that hangs on the collar. When the dog has
located the imprinted target scent the dog will pick up the
bringsel in his mouth and return to the handler indicating
it has made the find.
CADAVER DOG: A term used primarily in a search and rescue
context, to indicate a canine that is trained as a tracking
or air-scent dog that has also received cross training in the
location of decomposed human scent.
CHAINING: This process involves putting together/combining more than one behavior. A behavior chain is a series of
identifiable behaviors done in a specific order. Example:
AKC recall breaks down into several different behaviors all
taught separately as a sit, come, front & finish.
DECOMPOSITION DOG: This term was introduced by NecroSearch International Inc., a nonprofit, volunteer organization that is involved in the location of clandestine graves,
and the recovery of human remains and evidence in and
around graves. The handlers with NecroSearch used the
term Decomposition to describe a canine that will indicate
when a scent source is human tissue, blood, semen, urine,
feces, and materials that have been handled or worn by
humans. These canines are often cross-trained for other
purposes. They felt that a cadaver dog only indicated actual human remains and not articles of clothing.
DISASTER SEARCH DOG: A dog trained to locate and alert
on live humans in natural or manmade disasters.
DOG TEAM: One dog and its handler.
FALSE ALERT: When the dog alerts for no apparent reason, or
when no scent article is present.
FREE SEARCH: A style of searching where the dog is free to
search without direction from the handler.
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FORENSIC SEARCH DOG: This term refers to different types
of dogs trained to locate specific items. These items
include, but are not limited to, firearms, weapons, human
remains, blood, and residual human decomposition scent.
FOUNDATION: The very beginning fundamental, basic and
essential skills, the bottom of anything, considered as the
support for the future structure. Refers to those skills that
the dog must learn before proceeding to another level.
GRID SEARCH: A controlled methodical search using a grid or
defined pattern, to ensure coverage of an area.
HASTY SEARCH: A quick search of an area, usually done in
the first part of a search for a lost person. Usually covering
logical routes like roads and trails.
HUMAN REMAINS DETECTION DOGS: A term used to
describe canines that are solely trained to locate human decomposition products, tissue, blood and bone. Such canines
are trained to exclude the scent of live human, human urine
and feces and differentiate animal from human tissue. Human Remains Detection Dogs are “specialists”; that is, they
have never been trained to locate live human scent.
HUMAN REMAINS SEARCH –LAND: Used in some parts
of the country for a dog trained to search for deceased
human and human remains. The remains may be newly
deceased, decomposed, Human Body Fluids (*not urine or
fecal matter), or skeletal remains.
HUMAN REMAINS SEARCH – WATER: Search for deceased
human remains that are fully or partially immersed in
water.
IMPRINTING: The process of introducing the dog to a scent
that the dog will be asked to search for. The imprinting
process is designed to fix a scent or scents into the dog’s
memory as a positive experience.
INDICATION: In some parts of the country the word indication is used as the trained response to the imprinted
scent. The two words ‘Alert & Indication’ refer to the same
behavior.
PASSIVE ALERT: A trained response to locating the imprinted
scent with little or no aggressiveness or damage to the
potential crime scene. Sit, down or return to handler.
PLACE LEARNER: Training is best done with short sessions
and in the same place where you can control the distractions and the environment to some extent. Canines quickly
learn to associate a place with certain behaviors and this
in the quickest way to imprint and build a sound foundation. However, once the behavior is solid you must begin
to change the training locations in order to generalize the
learning process to all environments.
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT: Adding something the animal likes or enjoys causing the animal to want to do it
again. Strengthening a behavior by presenting a desirable
consequence.

PROOFING: The process of exposing the dog to different environments and distractions confirming a learned behavior.
REFIND: A trained response by the dog to show the handler
what they have found. Also called pinpointing.
RESIDUAL SCENT: Scent that is persisting in an area after the
original source is no longer present. Scent persists in an
area to the degree that environmental influences do not
degrade whatever it is that forms the scent to the point
that it either cannot be sensed or cannot be differentiated.
REWARD SYSTEM: This is a systematic way of rewarding the
dog. The dog performs a behavior to get something from
the handler. We call it a reward. Some dogs are crazy about
tennis balls. They may have a genetic disposition to retrieve, but the tennis ball is not genetic. Somewhere along
the line the dog was introduced to the tennis ball and
found it fun or rewarding game. In order to build a reward
system, a handler must find a toy or food that the dog is
crazy for or will stand on its head to get.
SEARCH DOG: A non-specific term referring to a canine
trained for any type of searching based on visual, olfactory,
or auditory clues.
SCENE PRESERVATION: The handler and dog through their
actions do not compromise a potential crime scene.
SCENT CONE: Scent particles are blown in the wind in a cone

pattern getting wider the further away it gets from the
source. The shape of the cone is influenced by the strength
of the air currents.
SCENT POOL: Scent particles that have been caught on
something or collected in an area not necessarily at the
source of the scent.
SHAPE BEHAVIOR: This is a technique, which involves
rewarding the dog’s best initial efforts that approximate a
desired behavior and then gradually raising the standard
until the behavior is refined.
SOURCE: Refers to the object the dog is looking for. (May be
referred to as scent article, scent aid, training aid)
TRACKING: An AKC or Schutzhund sport where the dog follows a track a person has walked and finds scent articles
and not necessarily the person.
TRAILING: A canine with the specific ability and training to
track and locate a specific human on the basis of that individual’s scent. Trailing dogs may indicate articles but the
goal is to find the lost person.
TRACE EVIDENCE: A term used to describe hair, fibers or
microscopic items that have been left at the crime scene.
WATER SEARCH: Search for deceased human remains that
are fully or partially immersed in water.

Glossary of Terms: Medical
ADIPOCERE: (Waxy fat) A grayish-white colored substance
that forms under conditions of high humidity and high
environmental heat on a dead body.
AUTOPSY: Medical examination of a deceased body. Postmortem Examination
FORENSIC AUTOPSY: Examination of a deceased person to
determine cause of death.
DECOMPOSITION: Disintegration of body tissues after death.
HANTAVIRUS: A virus that can be transmitted to humans,
spread from rodent urine and feces.
LIVIDITY: Purplish-blue discoloration due to the settling of
blood. Also called Livor Mortis.
LIVOR MORTIS: See Lividity.

MEDICAL EXAMINER: Usually a medical doctor who performs the autopsy’s to determine cause of death.
MUMMIFICATION: The results from drying of tissues under
conditions of high environmental temperature, low humidity and good ventilation. Also called Parchmentation.
OSTEOLOGY: The study of bones.
POSTMORTEM RIGIDITY: See Rigor Mortis.
PUTREFACTION: The post mortem destruction of soft tissues
by bacteria and enzymes. Usually evident starting 36-72
hours after death.
POSTMORTEM: Occurring after death.
RIGOR MORTIS: The stiffening of the muscles in the body
after death.
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Glossary of Terms: Forensic
CORONER: An appointed position. A person who investigates
the cause of death.
DISARTICULATION: To become disjointed.
FORENSIC: Derived from the Latin meaning “of the forum”. In
ancient Rome the forum was where governmental debates
and trials were held.
FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY: The identification of human
remains in medicolegal cases.
FORENSIC ARCHAEOLOGY: The excavation of human skeletal remains for forensic identification
FORENSIC ENTOMOLOGY: The study of insects (arthropods)
occurring on and around dead bodies.

FORENSIC MEDICINE: Medicine in relation to the law.
FORENSIC ODONTOLOGY: The study of human teeth in
medicolegal cases. The identification of human remains by
using the teeth.
FORENSIC SCIENCE: The application of natural and physical
science to the resolution of the matter with a legal context.
An argumentative exercise.
LATENT FINGERPRINTS: Not visible to ordinary visual
examination.
MEDICAL EXAMINER CORONER-INVESTIGATOR: A person
who researches information about a deceased person and
the cause of death.

Glossary of Terms: Legal
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE: Evidence from which a logical
and reasonable inference of another fact may be drawn.
CRIMINALIST: Also called a evidence technician, a person
who is responsible for collecting evidence at a crime scene
or the examination of evidence, linked to forensic science,
using science to find the solution of a crime.
CRIMINOLOGIST: A specialist in criminology. A scientific
study of crime as a social phenomenon.
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EXPERT WITNESS: A person whose training, background, or
experience qualifies them to render an opinion at a trial
rather than stating facts. A person who has more knowledge on a subject than the average person.
SPECULATIVE SEARCH: A search based on information not
necessarily correct, circumstantial evidence.
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Mid-Central Working Doberman Club
Seminar with Waine Singleton
by Suzan Shipp

T

he Mid-Central Working Doberman Club in Warrensburg, Mo. held a workshop with Waine Singleton on
September 21 & 22, 2012. What an awesome weekend
we had. First of all, we could not have ordered better
weather. We had a great turn out from our club and support from the Tulsa club which gave us a full house.
Waine started out with tracking and he really helped us on
corners which is always a BIG heart stopper in tracking.
Waine does a small crop circle and then can exit the circle
in any direction at a 45% to 90% angle or go straight on
and continue the track. The dogs learns to hunt for the exit
instead of follow the direct turn at 90%. It was amazing
how easy this seemed to make the turn for the dogs. Wiane also said that a short track was not rewarding for the
dogs and that the track should be a minimum of 75 to 100
paces even for the young dogs. I saw a huge difference in
Helio settling into the track with the longer leg instead of 3
small tracks.

For the afternoon Helio and I worked on protection and
after having struggled with the bark and hold, Waine said
take him to the back of the blind and send him. Helio
learned the bark and hold in about 3 sessions without all
the conflict of a back tie and jerk. I was impressed with
how easy he made it for Helio who is just now starting
some of the more advanced stuff.
Waine worked with Jan and Batman who were HIT at
Obedience Trial No.2 at the 2012 UDC Nationals as both
Jan and Dave will be going for their Schutzhund I at our
trail in November. We are so excited as this will be our
club’s first Schutzhund I dogs!!!
Waine has such a relaxed style with the dogs that they
really thrive on his direction. There are not enough words
to say to thank him for coming and working with our club.
If you think the dogs looked good on Sat you should have
seen Sunday. They all advanced and worked stronger on
Sunday.

We were very, very proud of Eric West and his dog Zeke
on their tracking performance as they were the BEST
trackers. Eric basically taught himself tracking after just a
few instructions and went on to dedicate himself to doing it
with his dogs and he has both Zeke and Redman tracking
very slow and methodical. It was awesome to watch and
we were very proud of his performance.

We do have several videos which we will be adding to our
web site as we get it all downloaded.

Batman

Tracking practice with Helio
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In all we all had a wonderful weekend of fellowship with
one another and a tremendous sharing opportunity with
our Dobermans.

Sting working with Waine

Zeke goes for the sleeve
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AWDF Championships 2013
By Erynn Lucas

W

orking Doberman lovers and working dog lovers of
all breeds, this year’s AWDF championships are being held May 15th – 19th in Kentucky! The event could be
a good one this year as the grounds look beautiful.

So, lets get them trained up and ready and have a good
Doberman showing this year!

http://www.2013awdf.com/Home_Page.php
There are already a couple of teams that have expressed
an interest in competing this year and it would be great to
have a full team for the team challenge.
Here are the important dates:
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•

March 30th. Letter of intent to enter the trial. This is a
non-binding letter and can be in email form. This is just to
start estimating the number of entrants we will have.

•

April 13th. Entries need to be to me by this date if
you are competing and you want a team shirt paid for
by the UDC.

•

April 21st. Final entries due to me. If you missed the
April 13th date but still want to compete, this is the
final date that entries will be allowed. Entrants after
April 13th MUST provide their own shirts that are in
the UDC color scheme and style. The UDC will not
reimburse monies spent on trial clothing for entrants
that miss the April 13th date.
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Trial Grounds

UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING JULY
2012: ONLINE MEETING FORUM
Members in Attendance (13):
Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Patrick
O’Connor, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Approve May Meeting Minutes
Motion by Linda Kurz to approve the minutes of the May 2012 Meeting Minutes with the following note to be added by Linda Kye “NOTE: Per Bonnie Guzman
all back issues will remain in their current location and will be sent to Bonnie when ordered.” Second by B. Bishop. YES: Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic,
Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams. Abstain: Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard.

Motion Passed

Approve New Members and Late Renewals for July
Each new applicant was voted on an individual bases. Motion by Linda Kurz to approve new members, numbers 1 through 6 and Late Renewals. Second by Beth
Bishop YES: Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson,
Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Motion Passed

New Membership Applications
Geniece Blair and Robert Baker

517 Spring meadows Drive
Manchester, MO 63011
314-398-4871
Paintinsthegame@yahoo.com
Sponsor: Suzan Shipp

Jon Sanders and Mary Ann Hollis

Imperia Dobermans
915 S. Lima St.
Aurora, CO 80012
720-281-5359
Jon@imperiadobermans.com
Sponsor: Nancy Christiansen

Whitney Newman

Cinematic Dobermans
108 Culver Road
Oak Ridge, TN
865-405-3916
jywel417@gmail.com
sponsor: Carolyn Gastley

Jennifer Stevenson

3450 St. Route 82
Mantua, OH 44255
440-710-4908
mehorsepoor@aol.com
sponsor: Linda Lindic

Angela Russo

7737 Corsican Circle
Avon, IN.
17-837-0677
angierusso@att.net
Sponsor: Linda Ambroz

April and Jonathan Strayer

3008 Blake Drive
Lawrenceburg, KY 40342
502-600-1975
JNV858@gmail.com
sponsor: Brandi Williams

Late Renewals
Joannah Davis

915 E. 23rd Ave.
Denver, CO 80205
303-861-7613
cobiabja@hotmail.com
sponsor: Nancy Christiansen

Irene Quesnoy

2970 Lane Drive
Concord, CA 94578
925-798-0965
IQdobe123@comcast.net
Sponsor: Julie Ferrardo

Pamela Stevens

11 Tanglewood Drive
Windsor, CT 06095
860-280-7330
PStevens001@Live.com
sponsor: Susan Alexander

Reports of Committees
Rule Change Research Committee - Jim Toman
Linda Lindic has researched several years of BOD minutes and has found massive amounts of rule changes that have been voted on which covers nearly 10 years.
In August, Jim stated he will be with quite a few members of this committee along with several past presidents and BOD members. At that time he will consult
with all of them and try to come up with a plan on how to address this project.

UDC FOCUS Magazine Report - Linda Lindic
The deadline for the 3rd Qtr. FOCUS is July 31st with publication on September 1st. The 3rd Qtr issue is being produced by the SAR Group. On another note, we
should have received a payment of $58.47 on our Zazzle Merchandise in July. Irina would need to verify that we received the payments.

Facebook Report - Brandi Williams
We now have 346 “likes”. The page is staying fairly active thanks to our administrators. The average reach of each post is around 200. That means 200 unique people
view that post. I have been trying to post events and announcement on there as I become aware of them. I strongly encourage everyone to assist in this venture.
Please “share” UDC events and posts on your own page when appropriate. Also, please post information of your events on there. Brandi will try to add them to the
“events”. You can also use that to “invite’ people to your events. This is a great resource. We are doing a good job with it, but the more participation the better!
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BOD MINUTES JULY 2013, CONTINUED
Fall IPO Classic
Question of whether Sherry Beck is still chair was raised by Linda Kurz. Patrick stated that Sherry resigned as Chair. Victoria Hall is the new coordinator for the IPO
Fall Classic. Updated information is on UDC-Official. Ray will be involved as well and Pat Murphy will remain trial secretary.
Breed Survey Video
Linda Lindic stated that all the members of the BOD have had sufficient time to view the Breed Survey Video. And said, we need to have a plan how we are going
to use it. Concern on the length of time needed to load it was discussed. A Motion by Linda Kurz to upload the breed survey video to YouTube and with the goal
of putting links on both the UDC and DPCA website. Second by Marsha Sheppard. YES Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Motion Passed
Update on 2013 UDC National - Bonnie Guzman
Web site determination to be made within the next seven days. Site will be open for a year to allow for after the event pics/postings. Yahoo group already
formed. Patrick to be part of the group . Judges being selected now. Some are already done. IPO field to be determined within the month. All future updates will
be announced in UDC Official ( as well as New Board ) by referring to updates on web site.

Recording Fee
Linda Kurz stated that parent club used to charge for forms and judges sheets for regional events. This is a loss of income. In addition the parent club has given
a subsidy to clubs to host the national for additional income loss. Following the example of AKC and other parent clubs, UDC should charge a recording fee for
each entry to events. She suggest $0.50 (less than AKC) for each entry to be added to the entry charge and that a note would be added to the premium list that a
recording fee has been added. This will require a revision of the rules for UDC events. She stated that she was willing to undertake this rewrite.
Beth Bishop suggested that this only apply to events that have not been approved and suggested a recording fee of $1 per entry. Doug also agreed about the $1
recording fee. Concern by Jim Tollan that this would penalize the clubs that host events.
Motion by Linda Kurz to charge a $1.00 recording fee per entry for UDC regional and national events for all events that are approved 90 after this fee change
is posted to the UDC Website. This fee will not be charged for events that are approved prior to that date. Second by Marsha Sheppard. YES Linda Kurz, Doug
Matson, Marsha Sheppard. NO: Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Jim Toman, Tiffany Brizendine, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams. ABSTAIN: Beth Bishop,
Virginia Rogers.

Motion Did Not Pass
Web Site
Patrick O’Connor suggested a budget be approved for the update and maintenance of our website along with hiring a professional to complete the project.
Beth Bishop stated that she believes Robin would be able to advise us on the proposal. She also stated that Robin can maintain the majority of the website. It
is only parts of it that she cannot do. Several voiced an opinion that this needs to be started as soon as possible. Patrick call for a board member to chair a committee to find us a webmaster. By the end of the meeting no one had volunteered, so Patrick stated he would be the chair for this. Beth Bishop did state that the
breeder’s directory had been converted to an Excel file and loaded as a pdf. She will be sending Robin upcoming UDC events to be listed but requested that she
be reminded and/or send her details so she can forward them to Robin. Patrick suggested that the membership list and member club list be converted to excel
files. These had been done in the past but only forward to specific board members for use in their areas.

Current Web Site Cleanup
Currently 72,000 files on the UDC website! Robin Nutall stated that a clean out and possible redesign would really help make subsequent changes easier. Do we
want to proceed with the cleanup? If so, what is our budget? Do we want to get from someone that could do a database and save our forum and online entry
system? This was tabled until a new webmaster is found.

Online Entry System
Motion by Linda Kurz to table discussion of online entry system pending a report by Bonnie Guzman/Chris Rasmussen on the Zooza system. Second by Marsha.
Sheppard. YES Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson,
Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.
Motion Passed

Conformation Rule Revisions - Jacque Matson
Patrick O’Connor provided files for the revised conformation rules as well as the revised flowchart created by Jacque Matson. Discussion followed that the flowchart would be very useful but there was concern that the conformation rules were not in compliance with rule changes passed by the board. Doug requested a
list of these and comments before submitting another revision.

New Forum
Motion by Linda Kurz to continue using the current UDC Forum for BOD meetings. Second by Linda Lindic. YES Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda
Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Motion Passed
Coupons for UDC Membership and Events
A great deal of discussion on the benefits of this along with hardships placed on the local clubs along with the parent club. The following proposal was made by
Linda Lindic to create the coupons for distribution to UDC Breeders. The coupons could be used for: $10.00 off UDC Membership, $10.00 off Registration, a Free
Temperament Test at UCC National Event (they are free anyway if your dog is entered in Conformation), $10.00 off either a Conformation or Obedience Entry at a
National Event. If a regional club hosts the National Event, these coupons will be reimbursed, if necessary. Second by Linda Kye. YES: Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman,
Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Motion Passed
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Record Polls
Linda Kurz made a motion to approve the recording of the following polls to appear in the minutes. Second by Linda Lindic. YES: Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman,
Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Motion Passed
1.

2.

3.

A poll of the board was requested on June 4 to approve the Executive Summary of the AGM. Of the 15 voting members there were 9 that voted “yes” and
there were 6 that did not vote.
Members that responded to the poll with a yes - Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Virginia Rogers, Sue Kelly-Walsh,
Wendy Schmitt, Irina Sasu
Members that did not responded to the poll - Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Tiffany Brizendine, Brandi Williams, Doug Matson, Michelle Limoges
A poll of the board to approve a Lifetime Membership to Shirley Hammond on June 6, 2012. There were 13 members that voted “Yes” and 2 members that
did not vote
Members that responded to the poll with a yes - Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Virginia Rogers, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Irina
Sasu, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Michelle Limoge
Members that did not responded to the poll - Brandi Williams, Wendy Schmitt
On July 14, 2012 there was a poll to approve the Sport Doberman Club of Colorado be awarded the 2013 UDC National Bid and provided a $1,000 donation
as seed money. The entire organizational effort, expenses and profits will be the responsibility of the Sport Doberman Club of Colorado solely. There were
10 “yes” votes, 1 “yes’ after voting closed and 4 members that did not vote.
Members that responded to the poll with a yes - Linda Kye, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Virginia Rogers, Irina Sasu, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams Wendy Schmitt
Members that responded to the poll after it closed - Doug Matson
Members that did not responded to the poll - Bonnie Guzman, Michelle Limoges, Tiffany Brizendine, Sue Kelly-Walsh

Poll on 2013 UDC National Bid
On July 14, 2012 there was a poll to approve the Sport Doberman Club of Colorado be awarded the 2013 UDC National Bid. The following is their Official request.
The Sport Doberman Club of Colorado wishes to officially request sponsoring the 2013 UDC Nationals. We would like to ask for a $1,000 donation as seed money
to get the effort off the ground. The entire organizational effort, expenses and profits will be the responsibility of the Sport Doberman Club of Colorado solely.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UDC Nationals dates will be April 22 through 27 inclusive.
Official hotel will be the Marriott Courtyard at Stapleton.
Official arena for all venues, minus IPO, will be Denver Dog Sports
Arena.
IPO field to be determined.
Sport Doberman Club is asking for $1,000 donation in seed money.
All proceeds will go to the Sport Doberman Club of Colorado.
There will be RV parking on site at the arena. Electric will be available.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There will be educational seminars throughout the week.
There will be a health clinic day.
No ZTP.
Banquet will be off site at a restaurant which will be announced soon.
Web site will be set up ASAP. All info to be posted on web site.
Would like to have a contest to “name the Nationals.”
Schedule to be determined soon.
IPO will be on April 27th.Depending on numbers entered, BH will be on
either April 26 or 27.

•
•
•
•
•

Assistant Obedience Chair: Suzanne Belfiore
Trophies: Bonnie Guzman
Merchandise: Carol Kearns
Photography: John Ross
Web Page Design/SetUp: Jessica Ross

Chairs as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Event Chair: Bonnie Guzman
Event Secretary: Sandi Atkinson
IPO Chair: Nancy Christianson
Assistant IPO Chair: Jill Graves
Obedience Chair: Marsha Sheppard

Albino and Z-Factor Dobermans
After a lot of discussion a motion by Beth Bishop that UDC will not register/issue AWDF scorebooks to any Doberman not of an allowed color (Black, Red(Brown),
Blue, or Fawn (Isabelle).) Dogs with an AKC registration number starting with WZ (white/albino tracking designation) will not be registered/issued AWDF scorebooks unless spayed or neutered. Second by Linda Lindic. YES: Linda Kye, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Jim Toman, Marsha Sheppard,
Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Brandi Williams.

Motion Passed
Also a motion by Jim Toman to not allow Albino or Dobermans with a WZ registration number to participate in any UDC events. WZ Dobermans who are currently registered will be grandfathered in and allowed to participate in events. Second by Linda Lindic. YES: Jim Toman, Sue Kelly-Walsh, Marsha Sheppard. NO:
Linda Kye, Linda Kurz, Beth Bishop, Virginia Rogers, Tiffany Brizendine, Doug Matson, Brandi Williams . ABSTAIN: Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic.

Motion Did Not Pass
Use Email as Primary Communication Channel
Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop and Bonnie Guzman will comprise a committee to examine the feasibility of switching to email in lieu of postal mail. They will need to
make recommendations to the board on what C&B amendments will be needed as well as project any costs and/or savings. They will also determine which mailings are to be affected and which should continue to use the postal service. Patrick appointed Beth Bishop as chair as she is our corresponding secretary.
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UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
OCTOBER 2012: ONLINE MEETING FORUM
Members in Attendance (12):
Linda Kurz, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop, Doug Matson, Patrick O’Connor, Virginia Rogers, Wendy Schmitt, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue
Kelly-Walsh, Irina Sasu

Reports Officers
Approve New Members and Late Renewals for July
Each new applicant was voted on an individual bases.Motion by Linda Kurzto approve new members, numbers 1 through 6 and Late Renewals.Second by
Linda LindicYES Linda Kurz, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop, Doug Matson, Virginia Rogers, Wendy Schmitt, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue
Kelly-Walsh.

Motion Passed

New Membership Applications
Matt Rewerts

1505 W. Poplar Street
Olathe, KS
913-424-7079
mattrewerts@yahoo.com
Sponsor: Suzan Shipp

Debbie Dickinson

598 Beauty Hill Rd.
Barnstead, N.H.
603-455-7173
buggabudeb@aol.com
Kennel Name: High Hope K9
Sponsor: Brandi Williams

Melissa Durbin and Didier Tachain

8411 Bayou Way
Louisville, KY
502-210-2717
mad_Ky_2004@yahoo.com
Kennel name: La Villa Valiano
Sponsor: Brandi Williams

Julie Elvidge

1305 N. Herald Rd.
Spokane Valley, WA
509-922-5256
ElvidgeJulie@gmail.com
Sponsor: Kelly Sue Walsh

Kristen Ashton

732 Fisher Rd.
N. Dartmouth, MA
774-992-3167
vonragusk@aol.com
Kennel name: Von Ragus
Sponsor: Judithmaurer

Elizabeth Chapman

277 Prairiewood Court
San Jose, cA
408-892-1654
cgnnani@hotmail.com
Sponsor: Eryn Lucas

Sue Beckage

5301 Ankara Court
Austin, TX
512-762-7691
suebeckage@yahoo.com
Sponsor: Irina Sasu

Jennifer Wilks

127 Broken Arrow Way
South Shore, KY
606-585-4795
jennifer@wilksdobermans.com
Sponsor: Tammy Marshall Weldon

Susan Miller

1523 Mizpah rd.
Mays Landing, N.J.
609-909-0917
catawbadobes@aol.com
kennel name: Catawba Dobermans
web site: catawbadobes.com
Sponsor: Lynn Budd

Kenneth Hopwood

8160 Cheryl Ann Lane
Jacksonville, FL
904-716-0555
hoppylu177@yahoo.co
Sponsor: Virginia Rogers

Late Renewals
Mollie Stroff

103 N. Grant
Knob Knoster, MO
660-563-1877

Damon Gray

318 Galway Drive
West Chester, PA
610-429-0411
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Lawrence Sullivan Family

103 Pheasant Drive
Pittsburgh, PA
LXSullivan@aol.com

Michael and Tina Morey

P.O. Box 5305
Williamsburg, VA
760-259-2004
MJMOREY@gmail.com

Beth Szczygiel

30 Cross St.
Seekonk, MA
dobermanri@yahoo.com

Elaine Brown Galonska

Frauenstrasse 69
Seelscheid, Germany
49-2247-758192
EBGalonska@aol.com

BOD MINUTES OCTOBER 2013, CONTINUED
President Report
We had an extremely well organized and well run IPO Fall Classic thanks to the efforts of our volunteers. Thank you to all who were involved. I think we should be
especially appreciative of Victoria Hall for stepping in at the last minute and taking over when the ball got dropped.
The trial and breeder’s education seminars were well attended by DPCA members. They were very interested and asked a lot of questions. The feedback we
got was really positive. We opened a lot of folks’ eyes about the working abilities of our breed. Victoria sent a thorough report on the Classic that can be seen
elsewhere on the Forum.
Now is a great time to extend an invitation to your local DPCA club. Ask them to come out to training. Offer to evaluate their dogs to help them find those with
the best working ability. Who knows? We may get some new members out of this.
Patrick said that he did not believe anyone recorded his talk to the DPCA but he would might be able to get an article for the Focus

Reports of Committees
Rule Change Research Committee - Jim Toman
Lindsay Davis provided an update report on her progress to Jim Toman.The following is excerpts pertaining to her progress:
“...I am doing chapters 4 & 5. These are where we have the most problems, lack of clarity, ease of usage. Now, I was SOOOOO wrong on the amount of time this
little project was going to take. I think I have all of the approved changes (that polling business did not always make publication); at least I hope so. I am also
trying to be very careful on the rules and some of the clarification so that when it goes to the BOD it doesn’t get bogged down...”
“...I will have outlines of both chapters ready (hopefully) by the end of next week that I would like for all of you to review as to the layout so that I can make
changes before I start the final documents...”
Linda Kurz again reminded the Board that it is the VP’s and DOJ’s responsibility to update the manual according to the C&B.Her understanding of the rules committee was to assist not replace the VP and the DOJ.Unfortunately the DOJ has stated she does not have time to work on the revision.Linda Kurz stated that she
had sent the rules committee a rough draft that Lindsay Davis did not approve.Linda also submitted a flow chart hoping that it would ease some of the confusion on the breed manual.She expects the BOD and the committee to work with her to revise the draft she submitted to the board. She also added that Chapter
3, 4,5 need minor revisions on the title requirements for the BSA/B.She attached a copy of the draft to be part of the minutes.(Note: Draft is too large to attach to
these minutes).

2013 National - Bonnie Guzman
Bonnie stated that all Nationals updates are being posted on the web site for the Nationals. If anybody has any specific questions, please let her know. They are
working on IPO judge/helper as well as merchandise for sale.
Discussion concerning a link from the UDC Face book and web site linked to the Nationals web site revealed that that was already in place.

UDC FOCUS Magazine Report - Linda Lindic
She stated that she is working on the 4th Qtr Edition of the FOCUS which will be printed. She suggested that we re-evaluate what we want to do next year. Irina
needs to give us a report of income and expense for the FOCUS. Linda is worried that our advertising revenues are not offsetting enough of the expense we are
incurring for the FOCUS. Linda also stated that this is an extremely time consuming job with both the content and advertisements. Someone to solicit commercial advertisers is needed. Patrick O’Connor suggested Marie Miller. He said he would ask her to contact Linda.

Old Business
Web Site Budget
Patrick O’Connor found out from Irina that we have $31,000 in the bank and could afford to spend the money on the web site now. Patrick also gotan estimate
on the cost on creating a new website using Wordpress from Robin . Patrick said he had been told that Wordpress can do what we need. Robin is experienced
with Wordpress and will not need a learning curve to use it. We will need to budget $3000 for the new site to be built. It will require very little maintenance, approximately a $100 per month.
Motion by Bonnie Guzman to approve a budget of $3,000 to redo the UDC website and a budget of $100 per month for maintaining said website.Second by
V. Rogers. YES: Linda Kurz, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop, Virginia Rogers, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue Kelly-Walsh . No: Doug Matson.
Abstain:Wendy Schmitt

Motion Passed
Registry Database Renovation
Linda Kurz gave the following report and presented a copy of the capabilities of the UDC Registry software:
I have a document that outlines the problems with the database and I will attach it here. As to how many days per month do I spend on it, it varies from month
to month. Since the first of the year, I have registered 62 dogs and issued them scorebooks. I have also recorded the results of 5 UDC events including the national and issued obedience, breed survey and Champion certificates to individuals meeting the requirements. In addition I have printed, stuffed, and mailed
about 300 dog reports to owners having dogs with active scorebooks. That task alone takes me about one whole week although I usually spread it out. Some
additional time is spent to correct and update dog’s records according to the response I receive from the yearly dog report mailing. The amount of time I spend
on registering each dog depends greatly on how much research I need to do to verify the titles of ancestors if they are not already in the database. I would say
that the time varies from 1 hour to 4 hours for each registration counting the time to write up the scorebook, package up the paperwork and mail it off.
In general terms, the main problem is that we cannot update the database software. The new rules and other changes that have been made over the years
mean that I cannot properly record many of the IPO events. The reason we cannot update the software is that the programmer’s expenses are very high and
unlike most professional programmers we do not have and certainly do not own the code for our program. This is not the usual practice in the profession. The
bottom line is that we cannot go to another programmer or volunteer without recreating the whole thing from scratch.
Another problem may have just surfaced that we have not yet resolved. It is possible that our program will not work with the newer versions of Windows. I am
running the program on my personal computer (MAC) using a virtual PC program running Windows Professional XP. The computer that UDC furnished with the
job is a 2000 Dell laptop and it is too slow given the size of the database. It takes three times as long to use that old computer so I just put it into storage. This is the
reason I am using my personal hardware for this job and of course I do not charge UDC for anything but consumables (printer paper, toner, mailing expense).
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We have the following options. Recreate the program so that we own the code and make sure that it is kept compatible with operating system updates. Marie
Miller reported that an ACCESS programmer she has hired for her own business could probably do the job and I understand she was willing to work with him.
We have some ACCESS programmers in house but the time required to recreate the program, even if its is done sketchily, does not seem possible. If we have
someone in house do this job, we must pay them for their time. Chris Rasmussen and others (including myself) think that it would be best if we went to an
entirely online system. Chris estimated that creation of this system could cost $4K and would need another $1K yearly for maintenance.

New Business
UDC/DPCA Proposals
Patrick O’Connor presented a proposal from the DPCA for collaboration between them and the UDC.The proposal was stated as effective 6/1/13.The DPCA
proposal started
“In an effortto further collaborative efforts between the United Doberman Club (UDC) and the Doberman Pinscher Club of America (DPCA) as well as to
enhance the versatility and working capabilities of well-bred Doberman Pinschers who as closely as possible meet thebreed standard, the following threepronged proposal is offered for consideration”:
The board looked at each proposal separately.

UDC/DPCA VC/VCX Proposal 1
The first proposal presented was:
That the UDC Versatility Companion (VC) and the Versatility CompanionExcellent (VCX) award program be opened to AKC registered Dobermans who meet the requirements but who are not UDC registered.
The UDC would maintain administrative jurisdiction over documentation and the awarding of certificates. The fee for the VC/VCX Award Application would
be $10 more each for non-UDC members to offset additional UDC administrative costs. Hopefully, this would encourage more traditional conformation-only
owners to expand their horizons with regard to health testing and performance and temperament evaluations.
This proposal generated a great deal of discussion by board members.The board generally tended to agree that we would need to negotiate an agreement on
this issue and not just turn it down.But with the requirement that the dogs be registeredsince it would not be fair to have two sets of rules.The time and expense
to provide scorebooks, tracking titles, health tests, and yearly dog reports to handlers who have no interest in the UDC except the VC/VCX title is unrealistic.Two
types of registration was suggested.Our current one and a limited one without the AWDF Scorebook or Annual Dog Report.Full registration remaining at $40
and perhaps $30 for the limited one.Julie Ferado was consulted since she administers the VC/VCX program.
Julie stated
“... I can see no advantage to UDC in waiving the requirement to register DPCA members’ dogs with UDC, even if the Versatility fees are increased.I do see an
advantage to UDC in promoting the UDC Versatility program to DPCA members, as that would hopefully introduce the UDC to many more DPCA members,
and ultimately increase the size and scope of the UDC Registry database and therefore the amount of information available to individuals who wish to query
the database. It would provide additional benefits to the participating DPCA members with a permanent record of titles, health tests, etc., via the annual “Dog
Report”, and also encourage their participation in other UDC events at a reduced rate, since the dogs would already be UDC registered. It might even generate
an increase in UDC membership applications.”
She also agreed that all dogs should be registered.Julie did add a recommendation not related to the DPCA proposal.
“I do recommend an increase in the Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX) application fee from $5.00 to $10.00. The original idea was that the owners would
get the VC first, and then get the VCX; however, many times the owners go directly to the VCX.”
Linda Kurz cited the rules pertaining to eligibility to receive any UDC award and proposed the following:
CHAPTER 6 – REGISTRATION
III. GENERAL RULES PERTAINING TO THE REGISTRY
B.
In order to be eligible to receive UDC titles and awards (exception the VC/VCX program), or to obtain a UDC Record Book, a dog must be registered with
the UDC. Initially, only individual dogs will be registered on an individual basis. Only dogs registered with the UDC and holding an official UDC Record
Book will be eligible to receive UDC titles and awards (excepting the VC/VCX program). Those interested in the VC/VCX program may register their dogs
with UDC for a reduced price ($10 less) but they will receive no scorebook, no pedigree and no annual dog report. This will be a limited registration. They
may however, file their documents with the UDC administrator of Records. (They may upgrade their registration later by remitting the $10.) Those with
limited UDC registration may reference their dog report in their application for VC/VCX certificates. The price of VC/VCX certificates will be the same as
that paid by those having full registration.

UDC/DPCA VC/VCX Proposal 2
The second proposal presented was:
That a passing score on DPCA Working Aptitude Evaluation (WAE) be accepted in lieu of UDC Adult Temperament Test (TT) when presented with
appropriate documentation with an entry to a UDC Conformation Show.
The DPCA WAE is a more involved evaluation than the UDC Adult Temperament Test which is currently required before Challenge Certificates (CCs) can be
awarded in UDC conformation shows. To grandfather those dogs that have successfully passed the DPCA WAE would definitely serve as the same type of
barometer of temperament needed to be eligible to acquire a UDC Championship. It would not be any LESS than a UDC TT. Puppy, Youth, and Sport UDC
Temperament tests would remain the same. Required documentation would accompany a UDC show entry and would consist of a copy of the DPCA WAE
certificate AND a copy of the WAE evaluation sheet.
An objection might be made that this would reduce UDC show revenue; therefore, a minimal one-time “administrative transfer fee” could be instituted
(perhaps $10-$15) to offset any perceived revenue loss. However, a case might be made that by grandfathering the DPCA WAE, more traditional conformation
folks might enter UDC shows to earn a UDC championship and thus become more familiar with other working Doberman events.
This portion of the proposal generated a great deal of discussion by board members.It was generally agreed that the WAE and the ATT are not equivalent tests
and are not interchangeable.The aggressor does not put as much pressure on the dog as the TT where the dog must actively defend the handler.The TT is offered at every UDC conformation show and there is no additional charge for taking a TT with a conformation entry.
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Linda Kurz made a motion to reject the proposal from the DPCA to allow entrants to substitute a WAC for the ATT in UDC conformation competition.President
O’Connor will write a letter to DPCA explaining the reason this proposal was rejected.Second by Linda Lindic.YES Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop,
Doug Matson, Virginia Rogers, Wendy Schmitt, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue Kelly-Walsh. No: Linda Kurz

Motion Passed
UDC/DPCA VC/VCX Proposal 3
The third proposal presented was:
That the UDC and DPCA presidents or their appointed representatives shall each be a member of both the UDC and the DPCA and shall be invited
to serve on each club’s Judge’s Education Committee.
Having representatives of each organization represented on Judge’s Education Committees would further open lines of communication between the traditionally conformation club (DPCA) and the traditionally working club (UDC) blurring the lines of distinction and moving in a direction of breeding toward the
Total Doberman, sound in mind and body and possessing the working attributes of the breed as noted in its standard of excellence.
The board agreed that this was a good idea despite the fact that we do not have a judge education committee.The DOJ could be our liaison to the DPCA Judges
Education committee.Patrick thought there was DPCA attendance requirements that needed to be meet.But the DOJ could attend the teleconference meetings
at no charge. No motion was proposed.

Fall Membership Drive
Comments were made about the last membership drive and how successful that was in terms of reaching new people.Brandi Williams pointed out that the
campaign did not cost the club very much.Bonnie Guzman stated that she could not start to think about a membership drive until November but would look at
the suggestions then.

Online Membership Renewals (Zooza or Others)
Two motions were made.
Motion by Linda Kurz move that Bonnie Guzman in close consultation with Chris Rasmussen and Leslie Carpenter (who have volunteered to serve in this
position), work with Zooza to determine what extent that they can meet our needs for membership renewal and online entry for events..Second by Marsha
Sheppard.YES Linda Kurz, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop, Doug Matson, Virginia Rogers, Wendy Schmitt, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue
Kelly-Walsh.

Motion Passed
Motion by Bonnie Guzman to pay the yearly fee of $100 to Zooza.Second by Linda Kurz.YES Linda Kurz, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic, Beth Bishop, Doug Matson,
Virginia Rogers, Wendy Schmitt, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue Kelly-Walsh.

Motion Passed

Online Event Entries
It was felt that exploring the use of Zooza for all UDC event entries, and to determine if it can generate our paperwork, etc. was covered under a previous
motion.

Report on Fall Classic
The following is the report presented by Victoria Hall:
At the end of July the original chair of both the IPO and Breed Survey resigned. Unfortunately, nothing had been done.
I volunteered to coordinate the IPO. Ray Carlisle said he would go ahead and be the Breed Survey Chair and May Jacobson could be the Breed Survey judge.
I immediately contacted the Greater Cincinnati Schutzhund Club, the USCA club in KY that I had previously suggested Sherry make field arrangements with.
The club didn’t think we were having a trial as neither a contract nor a deposit check had ever been sent to them. I assured them that we certainly did want to
have a trial. Irina immediately sent them the deposit check and I secured and forwarded the contract to you. The next piece was getting the permission letter
from the judge’s kennel club in Germany by way of AWDF so everything was correct and approved. Got that through Michelle Testa at AWDF. Easy lady to
work with.
The Greater Cincinnati Schutzhund Club provided a great field on 20 acres, with permanent blinds set up in a regulation (full size) pattern, the jump and
A-frame, a very nice club house that they made trial day lunch in, tracking fields and track layers. They also agreed to provide us with one helper and practice
time. We did secure another helper but, that fell through in the end---more on that later. I asked Anne Conroy to order the ribbons and sent her the Echo Ridge
info for a High In Trial trophy. Anne did a great job and also secured for us the totes with the Fall Classic logo on them. After not being quite sure how to order
shirts at the last minute (close of entry time) for the competitors I decided to order shirts in various sizes to meet the order requirements of 24 shirts. Anne
got the order in ‘just in time.’ We had everything sent to Brandi Williams who resides in KY. A big thank-you to her for being the “depository” of all things that
needed to be mailedTracked down that Linda Kurz had the bibs and she got them cleaned and we had those sent to Brandi too. Marie Miller stepped up and
solicited and collected trophy donations. Pat Murphy was our secretary.
I arrived in KY on the Tuesday evening prior to the trial to be sure to get everything nailed down and have some tracking practice time.
I spent some time with the GCSC president a few days before the trial driving and walking over the 1000 acre farm that had the tracking fields. We decided on
a field. Two days later I trudged over the same fields and more with our judge, Benno Galonska because he felt we needed more space. Judge Galonska also
spent a lot of time with helper Darren Simms, coaching him on better sleeve presentation and absorbing techniques when catching a dog as fast as a Doberman in the long bite. Darren was very willing to learn and NOT one of those guys that thinks they know everything. Darren provided us with extremely fast
and very safe helper work.
The host club invited everyone out on Wed. night to train and put all Doberman competitors in front of their members so we could get done and not have to
wait. We also had practice Thurs late afternoon & evening if anyone wanted it.
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Friday, the day before the trial we had access to the field for all competitors to practice and we had another helper who came over to be sure everyone had
protection opportunities on the field. Everyone that showed up was able to get as much time on the field as they felt they needed. That evening Pat & I loaded
the totes with the goodies for the competitors and set up for the draw. We drew our #’s, got our bibs and white t-shirts with the Fall Classic logo on the back.
The judge was in attendance and able to answer questions and wish everyone success in the trial. We passed Pat’s honest to God real cowboy boots around
for the helper and track layers. Nice contributions were made. A lot of folks retired to the hotel dining/bar area for food and drinks. Our helper Darren Simms
arrived after getting off from work and joined us for food and drinks.
A word here about the lack of a second helper in this event. We had a Natl level helper, Pat Mattarrese scheduled for this trial. The president of the host club
had mentioned a couple of times that he doubted that Pat would show up. I don’t know what that was about. Other people said he would come. He had
confirmed with me by phone that he would come. A few days before the trial I sent 3 txt messages to him asking him to please call me and/or to confirm he
could come by txt. The day before the trial the host club president got a call from Mr. Mattarrese saying his employer had offered him Sat morning work at
time and half. And how much would we be willing to pay him to give that up and come. There was one other helper in the club who had spent several previous months ill but, who could perhaps catch dogs. This sounded iffy to me regarding safety. Having no budget for this trial and punting on the cost of many
things, I conferred with the judge. He was fine with using one very good helper rather than the recovering gentleman in the club. And that is how we ended up
with one helper doing the front and back half of the trial. I’m sorry but, without a budget I just couldn’t offer anyone money at the last minute. If we had had a
budget to work with and if the helper had visited with me about money for gas or loss of time at work when we spoke 2 weeks prior to the trial we could have
done things differently. There were other helpers we might have gotten had we known we would need them or I would have known what I could spend on a
helper. I was told that once he realized how many dogs we had, he may not have thought those were enough to put in his helper book so he wasn’t that eager
to come. I know he is a very well liked helper in a club that several of our UDC members are in and I think are on this board. I’m sorry it didn’t work out. I would
have liked to have had him with us.
On the plus side, we had no injuries at the trial. Darren was an excellent helper. Judge Galonska had a tough pencil and very complete critiques. All the results
were posted almost immediately on UDC’s Face Book page.
Tracking was in medium tall grass that was up hill in most cases which also meant downhill eventually. All tracks were as consistent as possible. Some dogs
struggled and some dogs did well. Eiko had High tracking with a 99.
Obedience was tough on everyone! Very sharp pencil. No one got out of the 80’s! Eiko was high with an 87.
Protection was dynamic as expected. These were all superb dogs. I believe we had some of the best Dobermans in the country here at this trial!! Cowboy
earned High protection. And my girl had one of those moments we have all heard about “she’s never done that before” when she need two outs on the first
part of the long bite, and all 3 outs at the end of the final drive.
We had 4 BH entries and 3 of those passed. The traffic portion was done in a little business mall in town---this judge believes in “real traffic” in order to pass.
The hosting USCA club was literally blown away by the quality of our Dobermans. I’m sure they’d never seen so many Dobermans in one place before
And we have been invited back.
Cindy Nolan took pictures and so did Linda Lindic. Looking forward to seeing those. Terry Clary used my video camera but, we don’t have as much video as we
would have liked. It was an unfamiliar unit for her and not everything got filmed. I’ve opened a YouTube channel and will post on the list asking anyone who
got video to post it there
I know Irina will have a better report on our income and expenses but, we should have had around $2730 from entry fees, trophy donations and the DPCA
stipend. We spent around $1576 on the field rent, bib cleaning, ribbons, HIT trophy, the judge’s daily $, shirts and totes. If my guesses are close to right we made
a little over $1000.
I think everyone had a good time. We had the occasional bump in the road and got over them. I met a lot of people I had only known by names on a list and
seen their dogs in pictures. It was a great time with great people and fantastic dogs. I hope to see everyone again next year in Pomona, Ca.
Respectfully submitted,
Victoria Hall
Linda Lindic suggested that we send Victora a Certificate of Appreciation for her efforts on the Fall Classic.This was concurred by several members.
The discussion on bibs for the IPO trial ranged from getting quotes to replace missing bibs along with using disposable bibs that could be donated by someone
such as Purina, Gappay for advertisement.No motion was made.

Using Only Certified Helpers at UDC Events.
It was proposed that the board discuss and potentially adopt a new rule for Chapter 7 mandating that only helpers certified by a working IPO sport organization
be used for UDC events that require demonstrating protection and grips (IPO trials, Breed Surveys, and STT when held.
Linda Lindic strongly supported this proposal and also wanted the National trial helpers to be certified at either a Regional or National level and to have two
helpers.Doug felt that certification would not help in the kind of problem we had at the Breed Survey if the helper was over aggressive or inappropriate.He felt
the key was hands on instruction by the judge.He also felt we needed to totally revamp the Breed Survey to look more like the ZTP in order for it to flourish.He
also disagreed about 2 helpers unless the number of entries called for it.Doug felt that adequate club helpers were acceptable where as Linda Lindic disagreed.
Linda Kurz suggested the following as a draft to be added as XVIII to the chapter 7 (Rules for UDC events):
XVIII Helpers at Working Trials, Breed Surveys or STT requirements
A. Helpers at working trials, breed survey or the STT must have had experience with working Dobermans. Determinations of their qualifications must be
sought in advance of the event and their names be published in the premium list.
B.
At a national IPO trial, two helpers must be used. Regional IPO trials can also use two helpers if the trial chair believes the entry will be large enough.
C. Helpers will be reimbursed for their traveling expense and given a stipend unless they opt to accept the sleeve and boot donations or other consideration
as compensation.
There was a fair amount of discussion pertaining to the clarification of reimbursement paid to the helper for expenses and what limits should be considered and
whether these should be rules or guidelines.
Virginia Rodgers reiterated that the safety of the dogs was what was important and she felt that a “simple concise” standard/policy of helper acceptability for all
trials would help insure the dogs’ safety.
Wendy Schmitt stated that guideline rather than rule regarding 2 helpers.She would rather have only one if the option is the second helper isn’t safe.
No Motion was made.
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Commemorative Certificate for Mary Chursciel’s Rocca
Discussion of sending Mary Chursciel a commemorative certificategrew to all UDC Registered IPO3 dog that die.A motion by Brandi Williams that, upon death
of any UDC Registered IPO 3 dog the owner should receive a commemorative certificate. Second by Doug Matson.YES Linda Kurz, Bonnie Guzman, Linda Lindic,
Beth Bishop, Doug Matson, Virginia Rogers, Wendy Schmitt, Marsha Sheppard, Brandi Williams, Sue Kelly-Walsh.

Motion Passed

FCI vs. AKC Standard
Linda Lindic started the discuss on these points if we changed to the FCI Standard,
•
How difficult and how expensive would it be to get judges for our Conformation Shows?
•
Right now we have a limited amount of Conformation shows. How many judges do we have in the USA who are able to judge under the FCI Standard?
•
Would changing the FCI Standard jeopardize our current relationship with the DPCA? How would this be perceived by the DPCA? At this time, we are
recognized as the “working arm” of the DPCA.
•
I know that an advantage is that FCI titles are recognized “internationally” - Do we have breeders that sell dogs bred in America to Europeans who are
looking for FCI titles?
•
Will the AKC list my FCI Championship title on my AKC pedigree?
•
If you are a proponent to switch to the FCI Standard what benefits do you see for our membership?
•
What disadvantages do you see for our membership?
•
We have approximately 300 Members - how many do you think would be adamantly for or against changing to the FCI standard?
Beth Bishop state that this has been discussed in depth and it was agreed that the advocates of each standard (Ray and Doug) would write up a descript and
comparison of each and we would distribute it to our members. It didn’t happen.Linda Kurz said the AKC standard is in our constitution and we would need hard
copy and ballot mailed to the membership to change it. Linda Lindic said she worked on the project with Laura Hulke and did not receive the statements from
Ray nor Doug and she would not be interested in working on it again.
Doug wrote the following as to the merits of the FCI:
My only goal is to have a standard where our awards and championships can be recognized by a larger national or international body so that
we are not standing alone with only recognizing them ourselves. I believe that this is the primary reason for our chronically small entries. I would like to
grow this club and our entries.
As recently as a year or so ago, I was still interested in UDC adopting the FCI breed standard. I thought that it would distinguish ourselves from the numerous
AKC/DPCA clubs in the US and give us recognition toward an FCI International Championship. After attending the IDC Congress in 2010 and 2011 where the
Germans made overtures concerning removing the option to crop and dock our dogs from the DV/FCI standard, I have slowed down and taken a wait and see
attitude. Many believe that the DV/FCI standard will never be changed in this way as long as Russia, Italy, and Eastern Europe still allow crop and dock, but
it is a very real threat. I keep hearing that FCI requires a review of the standards by the breed club on some periodic basis, but I have not been able to find this
requirement anywhere on the FCI website. However, the larger problem is that simply adopting the FCI standard will not get our club recognized by FCI. FCI
only recognizes one all-breed club in each country. AKC has a “contract working agreement” with FCI where they have reciprocal recognition of each other’s
judges, registry, and certain other issues, but AKC is not an FCI Member Club. I once thought that IDC had FCI recognition and we could obtain our recognition
through them, but this is not the case. IDC has no FCI recognition either. We would need to find an FCI All-Breed Member Club to affiliate ourselves with to
obtain FCI recognition. It has been suggested to me that we could obtain recognition through the DV if we adopt the FCI standard and put two “n”s in Dobermann in our club name. However, I do not trust the current DV regime and fear they could have other issues that we would not want to accept. DV achieves
their FCI recognition through their affiliation with the VDH. I believe that the first thing we need to have is a workable plan to achieve FCI recognition.
As for Linda Lindic’s questions:
•
Obtaining judges should not be a problem. Until we have FCI recognition, we can use anyone acceptable to UDC. After we have recognition, we will
need to obtain judge approval through whatever dog organization that we affiliate ourselves through to achieve the FCI recognition. Using AKC judges
should never be a problem because of the AKC/FCI reciprocal agreement. I have judged many FCI shows myself through my AKC approval. Using our
own UDC trained and approved judges would require some type of agreement with our affiliate.
•
I do not think that this would change our relationship with DPCA in any way. I also get tired of people that seem to have this us vs. them mentality. We
all love Doberman(n)s. There should never be a war over one standard versus the other. Some feel that one is written better than the other and I would
never argue over which is a better written standard. The fact is that the AKC is a successful standard in the US and most of the world successfully utilizes
the FCI standard. They both describe Doberman(n)s.
•
No, AKC currently would not list a FCI Championship on your AKC pedigree, but who knows, as hard up as they are for money anything might be possible
for a fee.
Another option would be to adopt the AKC standard in total and seek AKC recognition. We would, likewise, need to affiliate ourselves with an AKC member
club, probably DPCA. This would allow our wins to count toward an AKC Championship. However, there would be issues here too. I am not an authority on
this, but I think we could still continue to have written critiques, since it is in addition to the regular judging, but we would have to drop the temperament tests
and adopt the AKC class structure. If we wanted to continue the performance title requirement, we would have to invent a new title or award beyond Champion. I just assume that many of these things would be unacceptable to many of our members.
We can talk about these issues and give our opinions, but none of these proposals are likely to happen anytime soon. As was noted above, the UDC constitution currently requires use of the modified AKC standard that we use. It also requires a 2/3 vote of the membership to change the constitution. With all of the
controversies that I have witnessed in the past few years, I question whether we could get 2/3 of our members to agree that the sun will rise in the east tomorrow morning.
So, I am in favor waiting for some time to see what happens, if anything, to the DV/FCI standard.
I have noticed that many of the serious and active UDC members are unhappy with different aspects of this organization and the way we do things. Unfortunately, it seems that there are numerous visions with no clear majority for any of them and usually small, but vocal minorities against almost everything. I
believe that this kind of “maintain the status quo” mentality is why the club has not grown and will doom it to forever be a 300 member club.
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Many of our active members that I have spoken with recently seem to feel that we need to seriously revamp the UDC Breed Survey if we ever want it to have
the respect and demand that we desire. Maybe we should discuss what we need to do to increase Breed Survey entries along with the respect needed to make
it a coveted title?
Brandi Williams stated that our breed survey does need help.She said that newer people did not have any idea what it is and those that do state confusion or
health testing standards.She felt that the time limits should be removed due to expense and location of cardiologists.And she understands that Caution is
needed in regard to changing to the FCI standard.
Wendy Schmitt stated she used the ZTP because it is internationally recognized with fairly structured protocol.Wendy is in favor of the FTP standard since the
number of Euro dog in the US is growing and this would help to pull those people in.

Publication of New Rules in FOCUS
Linda Lindic said that since the minutes are in the digital issues of FOCUS or posted on the UDC website.They are not in the printed version due to the expense.
She then sited the Admen. manual Article 7 Section 3 regarding this.

Vermont Show Improper Awards
Several entries were given best of type awards even though they did not pass the TT at the recent Vermont show.
Doug stated that he believe that the rules were written for cases where an entry was improperly made or some kind of deception is involved. The entrants at
this dog show were not deceptive or did anything improper themselves. Punishing them for something they had no control over will only reflect badly on this
club.Linda Lindic said with the amount of time that has passed, she does not think we should make the individuals who received the awards return them.But we
should not publish them in the FOCUS.Brandi Williams stated that it isn’t our job o guess the intent of the rule but to enforce them.Patrick called for a poll of the
board for the following:
1.
Follow the rules with the exception of not asking for the return of the awards.
2.
Follow the rules as written.
This option will require us to suspend any member that does not return the award until restitution is made.
In both cases the record will be corrected and published.
Only 2 board members responded Bonnie Guzman Abstained and Doug was not in favor.
No Motion was made.
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The 2013 United Doberman National (www.udcnationals2013.com ) are being held April 22nd to 27th at the Denver Dog
Sports Facility (www.denverdogsports.com) in Denver Colorado. The goal of the UDC is the preservation and protection of the
Doberman Breed as a “total” working dog, capable of fulfilling the many functions for which the breed is suited. The Nationals allows Doberman owners from all over the country to come together and compete in conformation and performance
events.
Pay Tribute
Pay tribute to that very special Doberman in your life by sponsoring a trophy. You can sponsor a trophy in “Honor of/
Memory of” for $25.00, $50.00, or $75.00 (depending on the trophy sponsored). Your contribution will be recognized on the
Trophy Donation page of the 2013 Nationals web page, in the 2013 UDC Nationals Catalog and in the FOCUS magazine. Donations made for trophies not awarded will be used for the general trophy fund to offset cost of ribbons and rosettes. You may
sponsor more than one category. Email me and I can send you the list of all the class categories.
General Fund Donations
You may also make a donation to the General Trophy Fund at the:
BRONZE — (up to $25.00)
SILVER — ($26.00 to $50.00)
GOLD — ($51.00 to $99.00)
PLATINUM — ($100.00 to $199.00) and
DIAMOND — ($200.00 ) levels.
To make your donation:
Email me Marie Miller, marie@romellibailbonds.com and ask me to eserve your Tribute or General Trophy Fund Donation
and provide me with the tribute wording if applicable (I can send you some examples)
Make your donation by March 31st, 2013
Questions???...email me at the address above
UDC FOCUS
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UDC MEMBER CLUBS — EFFECTIVE JANUARY 2013
MIDEAST REGION

VERMONT TOTAL DOBERMAN CLUB

SOUTH REGION

WORKING DOBERMANS OF
KENTUCKY

TRACI MULLIGAN
P. O. Box 71
Arlington, VT 05250
(802) 375-6121
traci@rebholzerdobermans.com

WORKING DOBERMANNS OF THE
CAROLINAS

BRANDI WILLIAMS
P.O. Box 1042
Jeffersonville, IN 47131
masayadobermans@yahoo.com
www.workingdobermansofkentucky.com

MIDSOUTH REGION
CENTRAL TEXAS DOBERMAN CLUB
IRINA SASU
2800 Perry Lane
Austin, TX 78731
(512) 458-1818
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net
TOTAL DOBERMAN ASSN
TERRI CLARY
358 E. Pecan Tree Road
Waxahachie TX 75165
(h) 972-904-3141
dobergoat@gmail.com

MIDCENTRAL REGION
MID-CENTRAL WORKING
DOBERMANS CLUB
SUZAN SHIPP
795 NE 101 Road
Warrensburg, MO 64093
(660) 441-3822
mcwdclub@gmail.com
http://mcwdclub.zxq.net

NORTHEAST REGION
NEW ENGLAND WORKING
DOBERMANS
NAZARENE MONDELLO
256 Moss Hill Road
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-0253
alisandro1@aol.com

ELLEN DECHIRO
112 Deepkill Rd.
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 788-2829
Dirkster16@yahoo.com
TRI-STATE DOBERMAN CLUB
RAY CARLISLE
20 Orchard Street
Ramsey, N.J. 07446
(h) 845-987-2357
(c) 914-393-0166
(o)201-327-6100
caradobe@aol.com
MERYL WINNIE
220 Crow Hill Rd.
Delanson, NY 12053
(h) (518) 895-8506
(c) (518) 857-6543
Meryl@arcon.bz
membership@tristatedobermanclub. com
www.tristatedobermanclub.com

NORTHWEST REGION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST DOBERMAN
PINSCHER CLUB
SUE KELLY WALSH
15710 S. Molter Road
Rockford, WA 99030
(509) 291-3147
Desperadodobes@aol.com

CHRIS RASMUSSEN
10117 Old Roxboro Road
Bahama, NC 27503
(919) 477-7932
christine.rasmussen@gmail.com
www.workingdobermannsof
thecarolinas.com
MID-SOUTH WORKING DOBERMAN
CLUB
CARMA CLEVELAND
12211 Monterey Rd.
Collierville, TN 38017
(901) 854-4268
gsdobe@bellsouth.net
www.midsouthdoberman.com

SOUTHWEST REGION
SPORT DOBERMAN CLUB OF
COLORADO
JOANNAH DAVIS
915 E. 23rdAvenue
Denver, CO 80205-5110
(303) 861-7613
cobiabja@hotmail.com
SANDI ATKINSON
1064 S. Mountain Estates Rd.
Florissant, CO 80816
(719) 294-7132
dobrmom9845@msn.com

WEST REGION
CENTRAL VALLEY DOBERMAN CLUB
ERYNN LUCAS
Riverbank CA 95367
(520) 306-0195
workingk9s@msn.com
www.centralvalleydobermanclub.com
REDWOOD WORKING DOBERMANN
CLUB
LORNA O’CONNOR
3163 Juniper Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 322-3272
info@incrediblecanine.com
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UDC BOARD OF DIRECTORS — EFFECTIVE JANUARY 2013
OFFICERS 		

Directors

President 		

Canada

Mid-South

PATRICK O’CONNOR
3163 Juniper Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
info@incrediblecanine.com
(707) 322-3272

MICHELLE LIMOGES
9111-84 Ave.
Edmonton AB T6C 1E5
udcdoberman@shaw.ca
780-468-6245

DOUG MATSON
6721 N Seneca
Wichita, KS 67204
doug@kansadobe.com
(316) 744-3214

Vice President 		

Northeast

(Vacant)

JIM TOMAN
308 Washington Ave
Milltown, NJ 08850
JTandsun@aol.com
(732) 407-8746

Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Louisiana

Treasurer
IRINA SASU
2800 Perry Lane
Austin, TX 78731
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net
(512) 458-1818
Recording Secretary
LINDA KYE
114 Chickasaw Place
Jacksonville, AR 72076
linda_kye@yahoo.com
(501) 982-7668
Corresponding Secretary
BETH BISHOP
P.O. Box 159
Bath, MI 48808
bishop@msu.edu
(517) 641-7345
Membership Secretary
BONNIE GUZMAN
238 South Lincoln St.
Denver, CO 80209
bonefinder@comcast.net
(303) 733-4220
Member Club Secretary
LINDA LINDIC
44 East 209th Street
Euclid, OH 44123
pllindic@roadrunner.com
(216) 481-4438

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, Maryland
Mid-East
BRANDI WILLIAMS
P.O. Box 1042
Jeffersonville, IN 47131
masayadobermans@yahoo.com
502-214-7864
West Virginia, Virginia, Michigan, Indiana,
Ohio, Illinois, Kentucky
South
VIRGINA ROGERS
P.O. Box 127
230 County Road 167
Crane Hill, AL 35053
dobegirl@bellsouth.net
(256) 339-5401
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina

Mid-Central
TIFFANY MAHAFFEY
tiffany@firststryk.com
(816) 830-6619
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri
Southwest
MARSHA SHEPPARD
1584 Red Tree Court
Draper, UT 84020-7705
legacydobermans@msn.com
(801) 553-6444
Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico
Northwest
SUE KELLY-WALSH
15710 S Molter Rd
Rockford, WA 99030
Desperadodobes@aol.com
(509) 291-3147
Alaska, Washington, Montana, Oregon,
Idaho, Wyoming
West
WENDY SCHMITT
Landgrafk9@aol.com
(916) 802-7318
California, Nevada, Hawaii
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